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1. Introduction
ATP synthesis in the membranes of mitochondria,
chloroplasts or bacteria is driven by the energy of a
proton electrochemical gradient according to the
Mitchell mechanism, and is performed by the enzyme
ATP synthase. The enzyme consists of two discrete
sectors, designated F and F , with a stalk connecting0 1
the two. F is membrane-embedded, comprised of0
largely hydrophobic subunits, and provides a pathway
for passage of protons through the membrane, down
the electrochemical gradient. F is entirely mem-1
brane-extrinsic and contains six nucleotide-binding
sites, of which three are catalytic sites for ATP
synthesis, and three are noncatalytic sites. The en-
zyme is also commonly called ‘F F -ATP synthase’,1 0
or ‘F F -ATPase’. The latter name reflects the fact1 0
that enzyme from whatever source is reversible in
vitro and can act as a proton-pumping ATPase; in-
deed active extrusion of protons is a physiological
function of the enzyme in bacteria under anaerobic
conditions, or bacteria that lack proton-pumping res-
piratory chains. The F -sector, when isolated away1
from F , acts exclusively as a net ATP hydrolase.0
Ease of purification of F has made it a commonly-1
used experimental model for study of catalytic mech-
anism.
Research in this area has followed many different
paths, for example, into the assembly of this multi-
subunit membrane enzyme in different cells and or-
ganelles, the comparative evolutionary genetics of
ATPases, the molecular medicine of human diseases
in which the enzyme is defective, and so forth. This
review will focus on the enzymatic mechanism of
action, with bias toward our own current research
focus, namely the catalytic sites. We have concen-
trated here on reviewing literature published since
1990. Three reviews published at the beginning of the
1990s provided a thorough description of the struc-
ture and function of ATP synthase known to that time
w x w x1–3 . Several newer reviews have appeared 4–9 ,
and the readers’ attention is drawn to two excellent
w xseries of short review articles 10,11 .
By 1990, a general concept of how the enzyme
synthesizes ATP had emerged, which may be briefly
summarized as follows. Protons moving down the
transmembrane electrochemical gradient through F0
interact with a specific carboxyl side-chain of subunit
c, buried in the center of the membrane bilayer. This
evokes a protein conformation change in subunit c,
˚which is relayed over the distance of more than 80 A
into the catalytic nucleotide-binding sites, via the
stalk subunits that connect F to F . In one catalytic0 1
nucleotide binding site, which is of very high nu-
cleotide-binding affinity, ATP forms reversibly from
 .ADP and P K ;1 , due to tight sequestration ofi eq
products and substrates. The role of the protein con-
formation change is to drive ‘energized release’ of
ATP, by changing the structure of the high-affinity
catalytic site, such that numerous protein-to-ATP in-
teractions, e.g., hydrogen-bonds, hydrophobic interac-
tions and salt-bridges, are broken. The ATP dissocia-
tion rate is consequently greatly increased, while
ATP binding affinity is decreased, thus allowing net
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w xATP release into the surrounding milieu 1–3 . An
w xautobiographical sketch by Boyer 11a summarized
the early development of this concept. Kinetic and
mutagenesis studies had shown that all three catalytic
sites are involved in some way in the overall activity
w x6,12 , and apparent strong cooperativity between
catalytic sites was evident in both nucleotide-binding
w xand catalysis 1–3 . However, the exact roles and
properties of the three catalytic sites during steady-
state activity were not well-established.
Work in the 1990s has been aimed at testing and
extending this general concept, refining it quantita-
tively, and defining it at the molecular level. The
following specific areas of study will be given em-
phasis here. First, knowledge of the structure and
function of subunit c the DCCD-reactive proteolipid
.subunit has advanced rapidly, mostly through NMR
and genetic studies of the Escherichia coli protein,
together with work on the Propionigenium modestum
system. Second, the structure and function of the
stalk has become clearer. Genetic and protein chem-
istry studies of the E. coli enzyme have revealed
critical roles of e and g subunits, and NMR studies
have established the 3D-structure of e subunit. The
coupling mechanism can now be said to entail the
‘polar loop’ of subunit c, and the e , g , d and b
subunits, with the c-e contact being important at the
base of the stalk and the g-b and e-b contacts
important at the stalk-F interface. The e and g1
subunits actually play a far more central role in
energy coupling than had been previously realized.
Third, characterization of the three catalytic nu-
cleotide sites has advanced considerably. Mutations
aimed at perturbation of critical catalytic site residues
have provided one avenue of information; another
important technical approach has been the specific
insertion of tryptophan residues to provide direct
optical probes of nucleotide-binding during steady-
state catalysis. Quantitative aspects of energized re-
lease of ATP from the highest affinity catalytic site
have also been elucidated.
Last, but emphatically not least, the publication of
the X-ray structure of bovine heart mitochondrial F1
˚ w xat 2.8 A resolution 13 has documented a huge
amount of new structural information. Virtually all
residues of the three a and three b subunits were
identified and traced. The architecture of the six F1
nucleotide binding sites, down to amino acid residue
side-chain interactions with nucleotides, was estab-
lished at the atomic level. While only part of the g
subunit structure was identified, the central role of g
subunit in providing a coupling link between F and0
F is evident, and contact points, e.g., between g and1
b subunits, were determined. At the time of writing
the impact of the X-ray structure information is just
beginning to show itself in influencing design of
experiments, and it may be expected to become a
dominant force in the future.
These and other recent advances will each be
addressed in detail below. Many significant open
questions remain, and indeed we make an attempt to
spotlight what we feel are pertinent controversies.
The major message will be, however, that a coherent
picture of how ATP synthase works at the molecular
level is steadily emerging.
2. Structure of F F -ATP synthase1 0
2.1. Subunit composition
With eight different subunits, the E. coli enzyme
represents a ‘prototype’ for ATP synthases. E. coli
F consists of five different subunits with relative1
 .  .molecular masses of 55 300 a , 50 300 b , 31 600
Table 1
Subunit equivalence in F F -ATP synthase from bacteria, chloro-1 0
plasts and animal mitochondria
E. coli Chloroplasts Animal
 .  .Bacteria Cyanobacteria mitochondria
a a a
b b b
g g g
d d OSCP
e e d
– – e
– – inhibitor protein
 .  .a a or IV a or ATPase-6
X  .b b, b or I,II b
 .  .c c or III c or ATPase-9
– – d
– – e
– – f
– – g
– – A6L
– – F6
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 .  .  .g , 19 300 d , and 14 900 e in a stoichiometry of
a b gde ; F consists of three subunits with relative3 3 0
 .  .molecular masses of 30 300 a , 17 200 b , and 8300
 . w xc in a stoichiometry ab c 14 . All eight sub-2 9 –12
units are required to obtain functional ATP synthase
w x15,16 . Chloroplast and cyanobacterial ATP synthase
w xhas nine different subunits 17 due to the fact that
the two b subunits are not identical. The animal
mitochondrial enzyme has sixteen subunits that have
w xbeen identified so far 18–21 . Table 1 shows subunit
equivalence among bacterial, chloroplast and animal
mitochondrial enzymes. Information about yeast and
plant mitochondrial ATP synthase subunits may be
w xfound in 4,22,23 . The small F subunits d and e are1
not analogous in enzymes of different origin: bacte-
rial and chloroplast d and e correspond to OSCP and
d , respectively, of animal mitochondrial ATP syn-
w xthase 18,21 . OSCP usually segregates with F in0
w xFig. 1. Structure of F as determined by X-ray crystallography. The structure is from the coordinates determined by Abrahams et al. 13 ,1
 .displayed using the program RasMol kindly provided by Dr. Roger Sayle, Glaxo Research and Development, Greenford, U.K. . The
three b subunits are green, the three a subunits are red, and g subunit is black. The stalk is at the bottom of the structure. The nucleotide
 .MgATP actually MgAMPPNP in the crystals is shown at one catalytic site, in space-filling format. The rest of the structure is shown as
a wireframe.
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animal and yeast mitochondrial enzyme. Mitochon-
drial F also contains the ‘specific inhibitor protein’,1
not found in bacterial or chloroplast species, whose
function is to suppress harmful ATP hydrolysis activ-
ity when the proton gradient falls to low levels
w x24,25 . Further comment will be made on the other
‘supernumerary’ mitochondrial subunits later.
In E. coli the genes for the eight subunits are
organized in a single operon, the unc operon, which
contains a total of nine genes in the order un-
w xcIBEFHAGDC 14 . The structural genes appear to
be arranged in ‘building blocks’, with uncBEF en-
coding F subunits a, c, and b, and uncHAGDC0
encoding F subunits d , a , g , b , and e , respec-1
tively. The two large F subunits a and b are very1
strongly conserved among different species and are
homologous also to each other. They probably
evolved by duplication of a common ancestral gene
for a discussion of evolutionary relationships among
ATP synthases, vacuolar-ATPases and archaebacte-
w x.rial ATPases, see Ref. 26 . The first gene in the
operon, uncI, encodes a hydrophobic, basic protein
w xwhich is poorly expressed 27–30 , not required to
obtain a functional enzyme, and whose role is un-
known. Recently it was shown to influence expres-
w xsion or synthesis of subunit a 31 .
2.2. Structure of F1
The X-ray crystallography-derived structure of
w xbovine mitochondrial F 13 is shown in Fig. 1.1
More than 85% of the amino acid residues present in
F were identified in the structure, including nearly1
all of the a and b subunits. However, the small
subunits d and e , as well as about half of the g
subunit residues, could not be located in the electron
density map. Consistent with previous electron mi-
w xcroscopy studies 8 , the X-ray structure shows a
six-membered ring of protein masses, representing
alternating a and b subunits, surrounding a central
cavity containing a mass comprising helical segments
of the g subunit. In contrast to earlier models in
which the a and b subunits appeared staggered,
w xsimilar to the C-atoms in cyclohexane 32,33 , the
w xAbrahams et al. structure 13 shows the a and b
subunits in the same plane ‘like the segments of an
orange’. Despite earlier claims based on cross-linking
experiments there are no a-a nor b-b subunit con-
tacts.
The a and b subunits both consist of three do-
mains, an N-terminal six-stranded b-barrel corre-
. 1sponding to E. coli residues a19–95, b 1–75 , a
central domain with alternating a-helices and b-
strands typical of a nucleotide binding site a 96–382,
. b 76–349 , and a C-terminal bundle of six b 350–
.  . w x459 or seven a 383–513 a-helices 13 . The six
N-terminal b-barrel domains of a and b are linked
to form a crown at the top of F which appears to1
confer stability on the whole structure. The average
 .distance between adjacent noncatalytic a and cat-
˚ . alytic b nucleotide binding sites is 27 A between
.b-phosphates of bound nucleotide , as had been pre-
dicted by fluorescence resonance energy transfer ex-
w xperiments 34 . The distance between two catalytic or
˚two noncatalytic sites is 47 A; energy transfer mea-
surements in chloroplast F had given values between1
˚ w x36 and 48 A 35 .
Three a-helical sections of the g subunit were
located in the electron density map. The N- and the
C-termini of g are each at the end of a long a-helix,
and these two helices are located in the central cavity
in the ring formed by the a and b subunits. There
are several contact sites between the two helices and
w xthe a and b subunits 9,13 . Both helices extend
˚from the base of F about 30 A beyond the C-termi-1
nal domains of a and b , showing that these seg-
ments of g form the top part of the stalk and that in
all likelihood the unlocated middle portion of g is
also part of the stalk. Such a location, outside the F1
sphere was confirmed for a third, rather short, helical
 .portion of g g 82–99 resolved in the electron den-
sity map. A recent study describes the formation of a
cross-link between g most likely in the region
.g 202–230 and a Cys residue introduced into the
polar loop region of the c subunit, suggesting that g
w xactually spans the full length of the stalk 36 . This
distance, from the membrane surface to the base of
F , has previously been estimated by electron mi-1
˚ w xcroscopy to be 45 A 37,38 .
1 Residue numbering of ATP synthase subunits is different
depending on the species. In this paper we use entirely E. coli
numbering. Residue ‘a 29’ represents a subunit residue 29.
Mutations are designated as follows: a G29D represents mutation
of residue Gly-29 of a subunit to Asp.
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Fig. 2. Structure of entire E. coli F F -ATP synthase and of individual subunits e and c. A: F F -ATP synthase: A tentative diagram of1 0 1 0
the whole complex. One a and one b subunit, at the front of the a b hexagon, have been omitted. B: Structure of the e subunit: as3 3
 w x .determined by NMR methods. Reproduced from Ref. 39 with permission. C: Structure of the c subunit: as determined by NMR
 w x .methods. Reproduced with permission from Ref. 121 .
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The structure of subunit e of E. coli F was1
w xsolved recently by NMR 39 . It consists of two
domains, an N-terminal 10-stranded b-barrel or sand-
 .wich e 3–86 and a C-terminal two-helix hairpin
 .  .e 91–138 see Fig. 2B . Cross-linking studies indi-
cate that the C-terminal domain is in contact with a
and b , and that the N-terminal b-barrel contacts the
w xg subunit 40–42 . In vitro, binding of isolated e to
 w xg occurs with high affinity K s3 nM 43 ; see alsod
w x.Refs. 44,44a . Electron microscopic studies indicate
that, when looking on F in direction of the rotational1
 .pseudo symmetry axis through the a b assembly,3 3
the e subunit is preferentially associated with one of
w xthe b subunits 45 . In addition, there is evidence that
w xthe N-terminal domain of e abuts directly on F 46 ,0
specifically making contact with the polar loop re-
w xgion of the c subunit 47,48 . Taken together this
work shows that the e subunit, like g , spans the
full-length of the stalk. Fig. 2A shows the possible
arrangement of g and e in the stalk in F F -ATP1 0
synthase.
The structure and location of d subunit are not yet
established. Isolated d subunit is known to be elon-
gated and highly helical, and d is critical for correct
 w x.binding of F to F reviewed in Ref. 49 . Based on1 0
w xproteolysis and chemical labelling studies 50 , and
w xsecondary structure predictions 51 , Hazard and Se-
w xnior 52 proposed a hairpin-like structure for the d
subunit, extending from the center of F through the1
stalk to F . Although subsequent studies, in which a0
close spatial relationship between the two Cys
residues, d 64 and d 140, was shown, indicated that
w xthe structure of d must be more complicated 53 ,
most evidence points to a location of d in the stalk.
Cross-linking, mutagenesis, proteolysis and in vitro
assembly studies indicate that d or its mitochondrial
.counterpart, OSCP makes contact with a and b
w x w x15,54–58 , and with F subunit b 57,59,60 .0
2.3. Structure of F0
A low resolution structure of cholate-solubilized F0
of E. coli ATP synthase was obtained by electron
w xspectroscopic imaging 61 , which showed subunit a
and the two copies of subunit b located outside of the
subunit c oligomer. These results were consistent
w xwith earlier models 16 , based on photolabeling ex-
w x w xperiments 62 or derived by structure prediction 63 .
However, other models place both subunits a and b
w xwithin a ring of c subunits 64 .
Structural information about subunit a is limited.
It is a very hydrophobic protein, predicted to consist
w xof between 4 and 8 transmembrane helices 65–68 .
Direct interaction between subunits a and c is evi-
denced by the fact that an ac complex that is compe-
tent in reconstitution of proton transport can be iso-
w xlated 69,70 . In a number of the earlier models
w x1,2,64 one or two predicted C-terminal a-helices of
subunit a were suggested to make contact with sub-
unit c. This is corroborated by mapping of
oligomycin-resistance loci, and by analysis of sup-
pressor mutations in subunit a which counteract
detrimental subunit c mutations, as described in Sec-
tion 3. Evidence for interaction between subunit a
w xand b comes from cross-linking experiments 71,72
w xand also from mapping of suppressor mutants 73 .
Subunit b has a nonpolar segment of about 30
amino acids at the N-terminus, which is predicted to
form a transmembrane helix. The remaining 80% of
the molecule is hydrophilic, predicted to be highly
w xa-helical and to protrude from the membrane 68,74 .
Subunit b in F was shown to be dimeric by cross-0
w xlinking 71,72 and genetic complementation studies
w x75 . A variety of approaches, including subunit re-
constitution, intramembrane photolabelling, cross-lin-
king, limited proteolysis, antibody binding experi-
ments, mutagenesis and revertant analysis showed
that the N-terminal transmembrane helix of subunit b
interacts with subunits a and c in F and acts as a0
membrane anchor, whereas the C-terminal hy-
drophilic extra-membranous segment is required for
w xF binding. These data have been reviewed 1,2,161
and electron spectroscopic imaging studies confirm
w xthese ideas 61 . Recently the extramembranous seg-
ment of subunit b was expressed independently and
w xpurified as a soluble dimer 76,77 ; it was found to be
highly-helical and elongated, as predicted, and it
binds to soluble F , albeit more weakly than intact b1
does. Electron microscopic studies suggested that the
soluble extramembranous b fragment interacts with
one b subunit in F , which is distinct from the b1
w xsubunit which is associated with e 78 . From a study
of mutations occurring in a short hydrophobic se-
quence of subunit b, at residues b124 to b131, it was
concluded that this region provides a helical surface
w xfor subunit b dimer formation 77 .
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Subunit c is a small, hydrophobic protein, soluble
in organic solvents. Analysis of the structure of the
E. coli protein by NMR techniques has demonstrated
that it forms a hairpin consisting of two transmem-
w xbrane helices connected by a polar loop 79–81 ,
quite similar to what had been predicted from the
w xamino acid sequence 1,2,68 . The NMR data were
obtained on isolated protein dissolved in a chloro-
form-methanol-water mixture; data were presented to
show that the protein retains its native shape under
these conditions, although it is not oligomeric. The
 .structure model Fig. 2C shows two gently curved
a-helices, crossing at an angle of 308, and joined by
the polar loop. The C-terminal helix 2 contains at its
approximate center the buried DCCD-reactive car-
 .boxyl residue cD61 and this helix changes direction
w xby 258 at residue cP64 81 . The ends of both helices
appear to be held together by interactions of aromatic
w xresidues 81 . Although the detailed structure of the
polar loop has not yet been resolved, it is known that
w xthis loop points towards F 82,83 .1
The precise stoichiometry of subunits in the sub-
unit c oligomer is not known, and is currently be-
w xlieved to be 9–12 1,2,65 . It has actually been
suggested that this stoichiometry might be variable,
w xdepending on the expression of the uncE gene 84 .
Some models show all the c subunits forming a
w xsingle ring 16,64,85 , but other arrangements, e.g., of
three units of subunit c trimers or tetramers, have
w xalso been discussed 16,65 .
2.4. Structure of F F1 0
Based on the foregoing information a tentative
diagram of the entire F F complex is shown in Fig.1 0
2A. Previous electron microscopy studies showed
side views of E. coli F F with a stalk of dimensions1 0
˚ ˚45 A in length and 25 A in diameter, emerging
apparently from the central portion of F and joining0
w xto the center of F 37,38 . Newer models of F1 0
w xsuggest that the stalk may emerge at one side 61 .
Interestingly, in cryoelectron microscopic studies of
two-dimensionally ordered arrays of chloroplast F F ,1 0
w xBottcher et al. 86 made the observation that the¨
 .hexagonal pseudo symmetry seen in top views of the
F was significantly distorted. This could be due to1
the fact that the picture is the result of a imposition of
 .the pseudo symmetric F on an asymmetric F .1 0
The dimensions of the stalk seen in electron micro-
 .graphs above correspond to a protein with a molec-
ular mass of below 20 kDa. As detailed above there
are convincing arguments to ascribe over half of the
g subunit as well as all of e to the stalk; this alone
results in a protein mass larger than 20 kDa. One
w xproffered explanation 39 is that the averaging proce-
dure used in microscopy leads to elimination of
asymmetric elements, such as the e or other subunits.
However, it becomes increasingly difficult to include
additionally the d subunit as well as the extramem-
branous projections of the two copies of subunit b in
the stalk. Whether there is physical contact between
the ge and the d b subunits remains open, in fact the2
absence of convincing arguments for such a contact
is noteworthy. One can argue that if there is sequen-
tial interaction of a specific part of g or e subunits
with each of the three b subunits, in a rotational type
w xof mechanism, as some authors have proposed 64,87 ,
then subunit b or d might be used as a ‘stator’,
connecting the a b assembly with subunit a. There3 3
is room therefore to speculate that b and d interact
with the outside of F . At any rate the question as to1
how, precisely, the F and F are connected is obvi-1 0
ously a major remaining structural question.
2.5. The ‘supernumerary’ subunits of the animal
mitochondrial enzyme
The discussion above has been confined to the
structure of the ‘prototype’ E. coli enzyme. What is
known of the location and structure of the additional
eight subunits found to date in the animal mitochon-
w xdrial enzyme 19,20 ? As noted above the specific
inhibitor protein is part of F , and it interacts with the1
w xC-terminal region of the b subunit 88 . The two
smallest subunits of F , namely d and e , form a 1r11
w xcomplex in vitro 89,90 and therefore, given that
mitochondrial d is equivalent to E. coli e , the
mitochondrial de complex is in the stalk. Also found
w xin the stalk are the subunits F and d 18,57,60,90 .6
w xSubunit A6L appears to be part of F 18,91 with0
one part projecting from the membrane at the base of
w xthe stalk 57 . The locations of subunits e, f , and g
are not yet known. Subunit f appears to contain one
w xmembrane-spanning helix 19 . Reconstitution of all
these subunits into an intact holoenzyme is in progress
w x60 . Why the animal mitochondrial enzyme should
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be so complex in subunit composition as compared to
the bacterial is not obvious from functional parame-
ters.
2.6. Summary
The structure of the core catalytic unit of ATP
synthase, a b g , has been determined by X-ray3 3
crystallography, revealing a roughly symmetrical ar-
rangement of alternating a and b subunits around a
central cavity in which helical portions of g are
found. A low-resolution structural model of F , based0
on electron spectroscopic imaging, locates subunit a
and the two copies of subunit b outside of a subunit
c oligomer. The structures of individual subunits e
 .and c largely have been solved by NMR spec-
troscopy, but the oligomeric structure of c is still
unknown. The structures of subunits a and d remain
undefined, that of b has not yet been defined but
biochemical evidence indicates a credible model.
Subunits g , e , b, and d are at the interface between
F and F ; ge complex forms one element of the1 0
stalk, interacting with c at the base and a and b at
the top. The locations of b and d are less clear.
Elucidation of the structure F , of the stalk, and of0
the entire F F remains a challenging goal.1 0
3. Energy transduction and transmission in the
F F -ATP synthase1 0
3.1. O˝er˝iew
Proton movement down the proton electrochemical
gradient is the energy-yielding reaction for MgATP
synthesis. The subunits of F together provide the0
proton conduction pathway. It is now generally agreed
that protons bind to a critical buried carboxyl group
in subunit c of F and trigger a conformational0
change, which is transmitted from F via stalk sub-0
units into the F catalytic sites, where it elicits net1
w xMgATP release into the medium 1,2 . Evidence for
long-range communication between the buried F0
w xcarboxyl and the F catalytic sites is strong 92,93 .1
The older view that transported protons might actu-
ally penetrate into the catalytic sites and influence
nucleotide chemistry directly has now been dis-
carded. Recent evidence on this point was the demon-
stration of Naq-driven MgATP synthesis in F F1 0
wfrom P. modestum and Acetobacterium woodii 94–
x98 , and the demonstration that the catalytic site
MgATP synthesis reaction equilibrium is unaffected
w xin soluble F by pH 99 , or in membrane F F by the1 1 0
w xpresence or absence of a proton gradient 100,101 . In
MgATP hydrolysis, the reverse process is surmised to
occur, with MgATP binding and hydrolysis in cat-
alytic sites bringing about conformational changes in
stalk subunits, which are propagated to the buried
carboxyl in F and drive proton transport. Occupancy0
of all three catalytic sites by nucleotide is mandatory
w xfor physiological ATP hydrolysis rates 102,103 and
probably also for ATP synthesis, although there is no
direct evidence yet to prove this latter point.
The buried subunit c carboxyl acts as the F -en-0
ergy transducer to trap proton gradient energy in
binding energy and use it to convert protein confor-
mation. In E. coli this residue is cD61 and in P.
modestum it is cE65; both show specific reaction
with DCCD, the well-known inhibitor of proton
transport, ATP synthesis and ATP hydrolysis. In the
1990s there has been exciting progress in studies of
the role of this unique residue. The stalk is the
transmission system, relaying conformational signals
to the F catalytic sites; progress in understanding the1
stalk subunits has also been significant. The F -located1
energy-transducer is the trio of catalytic sites, located
on the three b subunits. As we discuss later, the
three catalytic sites have clearly differentiated affini-
ties for MgATP; in this review we refer to the site of
highest affinity as the first site or site one; the site of
intermediate affinity is the second site or site two;
and the site of lowest affinity is the third site or site
three. The first site is proposed to have three essential
 .features: 1 the ability to tightly sequester substrates;
 .2 as a result of this sequestration, with attendant
proximity and stereochemical orientation of sub-
strates in a hydrophobic environment, to catalyse
MgATP synthesis from MgADP and P with a K ofi eq
 .;1; and 3 to achieve net energized release of
MgATP into the surrounding milieu e.g., the bacte-
.rial cytoplasm or mitochondrial matrix space on
receipt of the appropriate conformational signals from
the stalk. Energized release of MgATP, which has
been studied directly and in some quantitative detail,
will be described in this section, while a more de-
tailed discussion of the characteristics of the catalytic
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sites and the reaction mechanism will be discussed in
Section 4, following.
3.2. ProtonrATP stoichiometry
A fundamental quantitative property of F F is the1 0
protonrATP stoichiometry, i.e., the number of pro-
tons transported per ATP synthesized or hydrolysed.
It is not known exactly. Recent reports have con-
w xcluded that the number is 3–4 104,105 . Accurate
knowledge of this number is of importance in calcu-
lating the thermodynamic ‘balance sheet’ of oxida-
tive phosphorylation, and it is also relevant in con-
ceptualizing the mechanism of coupling between F0
and F . For example, if the number is 4, then four1
subunit c molecules may have to first load a proton
before one coupled net ATP synthesis event can take
place. The stoichiometry of subunit c molecules in F0
 .is also unknown Section 2 , but the two numbers are
hypothetically related as the following example
shows. There are three catalytic sites in F , thus if1
four subunit c molecules are involved per ATP, a
dodecamer of subunit c would appear optimal, par-
ticularly if one postulates a rotational mechanism;
whereas if the protonrATP stoichiometry is 3, then a
subunit c nonamer appears more suited. Structural
analysis of F and studies of NaqrATP stoichiometry0
in appropriate bacteria should provide answers to
these questions.
3.3. Mechanism of proton transport through F F1 0
In E. coli, genetic and purificationrreconstitution
studies had established that subunits a, b, and c,
must all be present for proton transport to occur with
physiological characteristics, and there has been for
some time persuasive evidence that subunit c, and
specifically its buried DCCD-reactive carboxyl
residue, are directly involved in proton transport, as
w xreviewed previously 1,2 . No other residues of sub-
unit c, and no residues of subunit b, have been
directly implicated in proton transport.
Several subunit a residues have been implicated
by mutagenesis studies as important for proton trans-
w xport, as discussed in previous reviews 1,2,4,65 and
w xalso in more recent reports 85,106–112 . There is
general agreement that residue aR210 is essential,
that aE219 and aH245 are significantly sensitive to
mutation, and that mutation of several other residues,
many of which are found in the C-terminal region
after residue a190, can have significantly deleterious
effects on proton transport and ATP synthesis, de-
pending on the actual substitutions. Proposals have
been made which feature some or all of these subunit
a residues as directly involved in proton transport
 w x.e.g., 85,112 by providing a pathway from the
membrane surface to the subunit c buried carboxyl,
and thence to the opposite side of the membrane. One
difficulty is that there is no accepted structural model
 .for subunit a Section 2 , and different models place
these residues in different locations relative to the
bilayer. Some models place residue aR210 far from
w xthe buried subunit c carboxyl 66,113 , others place
w xaE219 equally removed 67 , such that direct interac-
tion between either residue and the buried subunit c
carboxyl might seem unlikely.
With the finding that Naq gradients drive ATP
synthesis in certain bacteria, a direct role for subunit
a residues in proton conduction, by protonationrde-
protonation or by providing a continuous ‘proton
w xwire’ of hydrogen bonds, is eliminated 114 . A more
likely scenario is that transmembrane helices of sub-
units a and c associate closely to provide an access
pathway for protons or Naq ions to the subunit c
carboxyl, perhaps an aqueous pore. Subunits a and c
do associate closely as evidenced by the fact that
oligomycin-resistance loci map to both subunits
w x115,116 . In subunit a these mutations fall in the
same region as many of those which impair proton
transport, i.e., the C-terminal region, and in subunit c
w xthey map mainly to helix-2. Revertant analysis 66
showed that a combination of mutations in subunit c
that confers partial impairment of proton transport
 .cA24D,D61G could be suppressed by mutations in
subunit a at positions a217, a221 and a224, and
also by mutations in helix 2 of subunit c. These
results support the idea that a specific association
between helices of subunits c and a is necessary to
form an ion conduction surface. Thus mutations in
subunit a that impair proton transport might do so by
changing the structural relationship between subunits
c and a.
Whatever the exact role of subunit a in proton
conduction, there seems to be an assured requirement
for subunit a to interact with subunit c during the
catalytic cycle. Taken together with the facts that
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subunit c is oligomeric as discussed in Section 2, that
w xsome subunit c mutations are dominant 117 and
impair proton transport when present in the propor-
w xtion of one copy per oligomer 118 , and that DCCD
blocks proton transport at a stoichiometry of one
w xreacted subunit c per F F 119 , this provides infer-1 0
ential evidence for movement of the single copy
subunit a from one subunit c molecule to another
during catalysis, as was envisaged, e.g., by Cox and
w xcolleages 64,120 in their ‘rotational catalysis’ mech-
anism in which subunit a rotates within an oligomeric
w xring of subunit c, or by Vik and Antonio 85 who
suggested that subunit a rotates around the periphery
of the subunit c oligomer.
3.4. The critical role of the buried carboxyl of sub-
unit c in proton transport and energy transduction
3.4.1. Proton transport
As described above in Section 2, NMR structural
analysis of purified E. coli subunit c has revealed
that it is a helical hairpin with a polar loop connect-
 .ing the two helices see Fig. 2C . The polar loop
extends from the cytoplasmic F side of the mem-1
brane, the buried carboxyl cD61 lies in the center of
w xthe membrane in the C-terminal helix-2 121 . The
micro-environment of the carboxyl group has been
studied in terms of its relation to surrounding residues,
and it is seen that it lies in a hydrophobic environ-
ment, where there is local unfolding of helix-2
w x80,81,122,123 . A mutant in which the carboxyl is
 .moved to the apposing helix-1 cA24DrD61G is
w xpartly functional 123 , and its cD24 carboxyl ap-
pears to be located in the same position as the cD61
w xcarboxyl in wild-type 81 . Residues cA24 and cD61
make Van der Waals contact in wild-type. A series of
other partly-functional mutants with various buried
w xcarboxyl residues has been obtained 124 , and the
conclusion, that a buried carboxyl in the specific
environment that normally surrounds cD61 is critical
for proton transport and energy coupling function, is
strongly-supported.
pK values of the carboxyl side-chains in wild-typea
E. coli subunit c were analysed by NMR, and it was
seen that the cD61 carboxyl, alone of the six car-
boxyl residues in subunit c, had significantly elevated
w xpK , of 7.1 125 . Furthermore, the mutant cD24a
carboxyl also showed similar elevation of pK , toa
6.9. This is consistent with previous proposals, that
the pK of this residue should be elevated in at leasta
w xone step of the catalytic cycle 1,2 , and that protona-
tionrdeprotonation of this residue is involved di-
rectly in proton transport. Thus, in ATP synthesis
protons would bind from the outer side to the low
pK form, and be released to the inner side from thea
high pK form.a
Insights into subunit c function have come from
an unanticipated quarter, the study of the organism
P. modestum which drives MgATP synthesis by F F1 0
using an Naq-gradient. Dimroth and colleagues
showed that the F F of this organism is similar to1 0
that of other bacteria in architecture, and the amino
acid sequence of subunit c resembles that of counter-
parts in E. coli, other bacteria, mitochondria, and
w xchloroplasts 95,114 . The buried carboxyl residue of
 .subunit c in P. modestum F F cE65 reacts specifi-1 0
cally with DCCD, and reaction blocks ATP hydroly-
w x q qsis by F 126,127 . Na or Li protected against1
DCCD-reaction with residue cE65, and protection,
like DCCD-reaction, was strongly pH-sensitive. The
authors conclude that the cE65 carboxyl provides a
specific Naq-binding site, at which Liq and protons
compete with Naq for binding, that the protonated
carboxyl reacts with DCCD, and the unprotonated
carboxyl binds the ion. The data indicated that the
pK of cE65 is ;7, and Naq binding appeared toa
promote deprotonation. From the pH-sensitivity of
the DCCD-reaction and the protection by Naq, the
authors propose a chemical reaction scheme for
DCCD-inactivation and suggest that stimulation of
the ATPase activity of F F by Naq involves three1 0
w xinteracting ion binding sites 127 . Subsequent work
on purified subunit c confirmed that the cE65 car-
w xboxyl is the site of ion binding 128 . Work on
isolated F from P. modestum, reconstituted in pro-0
teoliposomes, showed that it transported ions by a
carrier-type mechanism, confirming the presence of
q  .an Na or proton binding site, and demonstrating
ability of the unliganded binding site to re-orient its
apparent membrane sidedness in a membrane-poten-
w xtial-dependent step 129 . In the view of these authors
the hydronium ion, not the proton, is the ion which
competes with Naq for binding to cE65, and is the
true counterpart of the Naq ion in ‘protonophoric’
w xspecies such as E. coli. They suggest 127 that the
unprotonated buried carboxylate of subunit c binds
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the ion from one side of the membrane, a conforma-
tional change reorients the carboxylate-ion complex,
and then an Arg side-chain displaces the transported
ion by forming a salt-bridge with the carboxyl see
.below , and the ion leaves at the opposite side of the
membrane. In this mechanism, changes in the pK ofa
the carboxyl during the catalytic cycle are not re-
quired.
It is evident that the immediate environment around
the buried carboxyl group is critical for ion speci-
ficity of ATP synthesis in different species. For
example, substitution of the string of four residues
c60 to c63 in E. coli subunit c by the analogous
string of residues from P. modestum subunit c con-
verted E. coli F F into an Liq-sensitive ATPase,1 0
reminiscent of the P. modestum enzyme, although it
q w xdid not appear to confer Na -sensitivity 130 . Con-
versely, mutations in residues in helix-2 of P. modes-
tum subunit c caused loss of Naq binding but reten-
q w xtion of Li and proton binding 131 .
Amiloride is a well-known inhibitor of mammalian
q  .Na - transporters. A hydrophobic analog EIPA was
found to inhibit ATPase activity of F F of P. modes-1 0
tum and to competitively protect subunit c from
w xDCCD reaction 127,128 . Several hydrophobic
analogs of amiloride also inhibited the ATPase activ-
w xity of A. woodii F F 96 and were shown to1 0
compete with Naq and DCCD for a common binding
w xsite in subunit c 132 . Amiloride and derivatives are
guanidinium compounds, and it was proposed that
they bind to the unprotonated subunit c buried car-
w xboxyl to build a salt-bridge 127 . The protonated
guanidinium could also resemble a protonated, reac-
w xtive DCCD species. This led to the hypothesis 127
that both amiloride derivatives and the reactive DCCD
species might be mimicking an Arg side-chain which
normally interacts with the buried carboxyl at one
step of the transport process, as was described above.
Possible candidates are aR210 of subunit a, men-
tioned above, and the conserved cR41 of the polar
w xloop of subunit c. Fraga et al. 66 have also consid-
ered the possibility of direct interaction of an Arg
side-chain with the cD61 carboxyl; in their view the
role would be to lower the pK of the carboxyl ata
one step of the transport cycle.
F acts as a passive ion carrier when F has been0 1
stripped away, and isolated F has been used exten-0
sively in studies of structure and function of the
proton transport pathway. Fillingame et al. have re-
cently argued that the proton conduction mechanism
in isolated F need not exactly correspond to the0
active process in F F , and have discussed genetic1 0
w xevidence to support this view 121 . A high pK forma
of the buried carboxyl is likely to be the form that
w xmediates passive proton translocation by F 125,129 .0
3.4.2. Conformational changes in subunit c triggered
by ion binding to the buried carboxyl
Interaction of protons with the buried subunit c
carboxyl was proposed to trigger conformational
changes within the subunit c molecule which alter
w xconformation of the polar loop 1,2 . Genetic evi-
dence for this idea comes from mutations in con-
served residues of the polar loop, at cR41, cQ42, and
cP43, which produce an uncoupled phenotype in
which proton transport per se is functional, but cor-
rect integration between F and F is interrupted,0 1
hence ATP synthesis and ATP-driven proton trans-
port are defective, ATPase activity is DCCD-insensi-
tive, and F binding to F does not block passive1 0
proton transport as it normally does in wild-type
w x133–137 . New evidence that proton interaction with
the buried carboxyl triggers a conformational change
in the polar loop has now come from NMR experi-
ments. Reaction of cD61 with DCCD was seen to
w xbring about conformational changes at cD44 79 .
Titration of the cD61 carboxyl was seen to alter the
conformation of the region from cA39 to cP43 upon
w xdeprotonation of the cD61 carboxyl 125 . It seems
very likely that these conformational changes are
manifestations of the coupling mechanism.
3.5. The interface between F and the stalk0
Subunit b has been established as a component of
 .both F and stalk Section 2 . At the present time the0
evidence strongly supports a structural role for sub-
unit b in binding F to F ; however, there is no1 0
indication yet of a dynamic role in the coupling
 .process. Similarly, as reviewed above Section 2 ,
subunit d , and its mitochondrial homolog OSCP, is
also involved in binding F to F . In chloroplasts and1 0
mitochondria direct binding of this subunit to F is0
seen, whereas in bacterial species, and also chloro-
plasts, the subunit purifies with F . Thus subunit d is1
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apparently present at both F -stalk and stalk-F inter-0 1
faces. Cross-linking and proteolysis studies indicated
that the N- and C-terminal regions of d interact with
F , leaving a large central part of the subunit as1
w xcandidate for interaction with F 50 .0
Recent work showed that subunit c-e interaction
occurs at the F -stalk interface, and appears to be of0
considerable importance in energy coupling. The first
evidence came from revertant analysis in which mu-
tations in e were shown to suppress the mutation
cQ42E in the polar loop of subunit c which gave
w xuncoupled phenotype 47 . All of the suppressor mu-
tations were found at residue e 31, and they corrected
w xthe coupling defect. In follow-up studies 48 , Cys
residues were inserted in the polar loop of subunit c
at positions surrounding the parent mutation and also
at position 31 in e . Disulfide cross-links were ob-
tained in high yield between residue e 31 and residues
c40, c42, or c43, clearly demonstrating close physi-
cal proximity of the polar loop of subunit c and e
subunit. The cross-linked enzymes were inhibited in
respect to ATP-driven proton transport. This evidence
strongly supports the statement that subunit c-e inter-
action is a critical feature of conformational coupling
at the F -stalk interface. In similar experiments,0
cross-linking between g and c subunits was also
obtained, albeit in low yield, implying that g subunit
w xmay also interact with subunit c 36 . However, no
functional consequences can yet be attributed to this
finding.
3.6. The stalk-F interface1
As noted above, the C-terminal region of d sub-
unit is known to interact with F , and recent work has1
emphasized that it is functionally important in energy
coupling. Deletions from the C-terminus of both
mitochondrial OSCP and E. coli d impaired F1
w xbinding and coupling 138,139 . In a systematic study
involving first random mutagenesis and then local-
ized and site-directed mutagenesis, it was seen that
the C-terminal region was most susceptible to func-
tional impairment. Two residues of particular impor-
tance were dA149 and d G150, and a series of mu-
tants at these two positions could be categorized in
terms of relative degree of impairment of energy
w xcoupling 52,140 . This region appears to lie close to
the a subunit of F , since disulfide cross-links were1
w xseen between residue d Cys-140 and a subunit 50 .
Recent work has demonstrated conclusively that e
w xsubunit makes contact with a 141 and b
w x41,42,46,142 subunits of F . The contacts occur1
between the helical region of e subunit and the
C-terminal domains of the a and b subunits, and
have been established in considerable molecular de-
tail in cross-linking experiments, often in combina-
tion with specific insertion of Cys residues by muta-
genesis. Moreover, both cross-linking experiments
w xand electron-microscopy 143 have indicated that the
specific e-a and e-b interactions appear to be depen-
dent on and changed by nucleotide occupancy of the
catalytic sites, leading to the proposal that e subunit
moves between a and b subunits during catalytic
turnover and the hypothesis that this movement is
w xrelated to coupling between F and F 144 .1 0
Functional involvement of the g subunit in energy
coupling was shown by the isolation of mutants in g
which cause uncoupling of ATP synthesis or hydroly-
w xsis from proton transport 145 . Second-site suppres-
sor mutations were obtained in regions of the g
subunit which do not interact directly with the parent
w xmutations 146,147 . Rather they are at positions in
three helical regions of g which affect interactions
w xbetween g and b subunits 9 . In a further set of
mutagenesis experiments, a frame-shift mutation in g
subunit causing a C-terminal extension of 16 amino
acids was shown to be suppressed by mutations in the
w xb subunit 148 . Thus genetic evidence for functional
involvement of g-b subunit interaction at the stalk-F1
interface is compelling.
There is extensive and detailed evidence from
cross-linking experiments for specific g-b subunit
w xinteractions 42,87,142,149–151 . Cross-links could
be obtained between g and the C-terminal domain of
b , and also intriguingly between residue g 8 and b
subunit residue 148, which is very close to the con-
served ‘P-loop’ sequence that binds the phosphate
w xend of MgATP in the catalytic sites 151 . Several of
the cross-links were observed to be dependent on and
changed by nucleotide occupancy of the catalytic
 .sites refs. cited , implying that nucleotide binding
induces movements of g subunit relative to b , and
w xthis is supported by electron microscopy 45 . On the
basis of nucleotide-induced cross-linking experiments
between b and g , it has recently been hypothesized
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that the g subunit actually rotates in relation to the b
w xsubunits during turnover 87 . Cross-linking of b and
g inhibits enzyme turnover.
Fluorescent labels attached to the g subunit at
 .specific residues g 8 and g106 show enhancement
of fluorescence when nucleoside triphosphate
 .MgATP or MgAMPPNP is bound in the first cat-
w xalytic site, but not when MgADP is bound 152,153 .
With MgATP, the fluorescence enhancement was
transient and decayed with hydrolysis. This evidence
shows that in addition to inducing translocations of
the g subunit, nucleotide-binding in the first catalytic
site induces conformational changes in g subunit in a
specific fashion. If proton transport-induced signals
can cross the same conformationally-sensitive g-b
interface in the opposite direction, then this could be
a pathway of signal transmission into the catalytic
site.
Subunits e and g are known to form a tight
w xcomplex 43,44,44a and details of the contact points
w xbetween them in F have been established 154,155 .1
It appears that the e-g contact points occur in a
domain of g that is not defined by the X-ray struc-
ture, i.e., lower down in the stalk. Thus these two
subunits are almost certainly acting in concert in the
w xstalk. Capaldi and colleagues 42,142 have proposed
that each of the three b subunits may be distin-
guished, depending upon its interaction with e andror
g . Thus one b interacts with g , the second with e ,
 .and the third with neither ‘b-free’ . Binding of
nucleotide to each of the b subunits was studied by
photoaffinity labelling and it was seen that the first
catalytic site resided on the ‘b-free’ subunit, the
second site on the ‘b-e ’ subunit, and the third site on
w xthe ‘b-g ’ subunit 156 . Thus, translocation of the g
and e subunits between b subunits is likely to
correlate with re-orientation of the first, second and
third catalytic sites among the three b subunits. Such
switching of the catalytic sites is thought to be an
integral feature of catalysis, as discussed in Section 4.
Summarizing this section, this has been an active
area of investigation. What has become apparent is
that the g and e subunits play major roles in cou-
pling between F and F , that they are both found in0 1
the stalk and interact together closely, that they con-
tact subunit c in F and both a and b subunits in F ,0 1
and that they move in relation to the a and b
subunits in response to binding of different nu-
cleotides. The three b subunits may be distinguished
in terms of their interaction with g and e . It may be
hypothesized that movement of g and e relative to a
and b is required and integral to catalytic turnover.
So far, however, none of these movements has been
shown to be generated by a proton gradient, nor to be
correlated with either ATP synthesis or ATP-driven
proton transport.
It has been hypothesized by many groups that
there may be rotation of the minor subunits g and e
within the a b hexagon during catalysis. This in-3 3
triguing idea is thought to be consistent with the
w xX-ray structure 13 and could also be considered
w xconsistent with electron microscopy studies 45 . It
has been strongly-promoted recently on the basis of
w xcross-linking studies 87 . We would add a cautionary
note, that it is important to distinguish true rotation
from just subunit movement. Proof of rotation would
appear, at minimum, to require demonstration of
 .movement of subunit g or another subunit in strict
sequence, from b 1“b 2“b 3“b 1.
3.7. Energized release of MgATP from catalytic sites
Direct evidence that a proton gradient derived
from respiratory chain substrate oxidation could drive
release of ATP from an F F catalytic site was first1 0
w xderived by Penefsky 157 in mitochondrial mem-
wbrane particles. The experiment was to bind g-
32 xP MgATP in substoichiometric amounts to the first
catalytic site, to initiate oxidation of NADH or succi-
nate, and to trap the released ATP with
hexokinaserglucose. In more recent work, the exper-
w ximent has been repeated in E. coli membranes 158 ,
and a quantitative analysis of the phenomenon has
been carried out in mitochondrial membranes
w x159,160 . This demonstrated that a proton gradient
changes the dissociation rate for ATP from the first,
highest affinity, catalytic site by more than six orders
of magnitude, while leaving the association rate
largely unaffected. Thus the apparent binding affinity
 .K for MgATP at site one is considerably weak-d
ened, by around seven orders of magnitude. Calcula-
tions showed that K for MgATP in the presence ofd
an induced proton gradient and 0.1 mM MgADP
could approach 10y3 M. ATP was released at a rate
fast enough to be consistent with ATP synthesis rates
by oxidative phosphorylation.
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In vivo, there must be net release of ATP into the
medium, which in the case of E. coli, for example, is
the cytoplasmic compartment containing approx. 3
 .mM ATP, 0.4 mM ADP or lower , and 6 mM Pi
w x161 . It is not, in fact, sufficient that the proton
gradient should generate a conformational change in
the first catalytic site that increases the off-rate for
MgATP and decreases its affinity. In order to achieve
net ATP synthesis, rebinding of ATP from cytoplasm
 .must be prevented Fig. 3, top , i.e., ADP must
compete successfully with ATP for binding at one or
more catalytic sites, even though it is present in at
least 10-fold lower concentration in the surrounding
milieu. Given that there are more potential ligand-bi-
nding determinants on an ATP molecule as compared
to an ADP molecule, this would seem to be an
interesting challenge for the enzyme.
Fig. 3. Energized release of ATP from F induced by the proton1
gradient. The top part of the figure shows the release of ATP
 q.induced by the proton gradient DmH into the E. coli cyto-
plasm, where ATP concentration is ;3 mM, i.e., about 10-fold
the ADP concentration. As discussed in the text, unless there are
mechanisms to prevent ATP from rebinding, net ATP formation
will not occur. The bottom part of the figure shows a suggested
solution to the problem. The proton gradient greatly increases Pi
binding affinity. P bound in the catalytic site then blocks ATPi
rebinding, and allows only ADP binding.
P does not bind to soluble F catalytic sitesi 1
  . w x.K P )10 mM 102,162 . Thermodynamic analy-d i
ses of the catalytic pathway in E. coli enzyme showed
 .that even at the first catalytic site the K P was )1d i
w xM 99,163 , and provided strong evidence that Pi
binding affinity must be greatly enhanced in the
w xpresence of the proton gradient 163 . This has now
 .been confirmed by the finding that K P duringm i
ATP synthesis by reconstituted E. coli F F in the1 0
w xpresence of a proton gradient is 0.7 mM 164 . Ener-
gized binding of P could effectively block rebindingi
of ATP and favour binding of ADP, because Pi
would occupy the g-phosphate position of the nu-
 .cleotide site Fig. 3, bottom . In contrast, binding
affinity for MgADP is unaffected by the proton gra-
dient. In soluble F , the catalytic sites of lowest1
 .affinity showed K MgADP of 20 mM in the ab-d
sence of P and 29 mM in the presence of 5 mM Pi i
w x  .102 . The K MgADP for ATP synthesis in them
w xpresence of a proton gradient was 27 mM 64 .
Therefore during oxidative phosphorylation there is
energized binding of P but not of MgADP, and wei
suggest it is the energized binding of P that blocksi
ATP rebinding, as in Fig. 3, bottom.
The experiments on energized release of ATP from
the first catalytic site of F F in mitochondrial and E.1 0
coli membranes, described above, were performed in
the presence of a hexokinaserglucose trap, thus the
ambient ATP concentration in the medium was zero.
It is of importance, therefore, to establish an experi-
mental system in which nucleotide occupancy and
affinity of all three catalytic sites can be directly
monitored during ATP synthesis, and net energized
release of ATP can be followed, under conditions of
ambient nucleotides mimicking those in vivo.
3.8. Summary
Respiration-induced proton gradients do induce
conformational changes in the first high affinity cat-
 .alytic site which greatly increase K ATP and couldd
in principle lead to net energized release of ATP. The
preceding arguments suggest that the sequence of
 . events is: 1 binding of the ion proton, hydronium,
.or sodium to the buried subunit c carboxyl, which
 .triggers 2 a binding energy-induced change of the
conformation around the buried carboxyl, which is
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 .3 transmitted through subunit c to the polar loop
 .region, where it 4 crosses the c-e and perhaps the
 .c-g subunit interfaces, promoting 5 wholesale relo-
cation of the stalk subunits, particularly e and g ,
 .probably also the C-terminus of d , resulting in 6
translocation of e and g relative to b and a sub-
 .units, and ultimately 7 change of conformation of
catalytic site one, with resultant reduced affinity for
ATP.
Future profitable directions seem clear. It is impor-
tant to obtain the full structures of subunits a, b and
d , and to complete those of c and g . While cross-lin-
king procedures have proven useful so far in reveal-
ing subunit interfacial contacts and apparent move-
ments of subunits, this approach does have limita-
tions. Thus development of alternative procedures to
evaluate subunit movements will be imperative.
Intra-subunit conformational changes are clearly of
major importance, particularly in the b subunits
which carry the catalytic nucleotide-binding domains,
and techniques to follow them in real time must be
developed. Similarly, probes must be developed to
allow direct monitoring of occupancy and affinity of
all three catalytic sites during ATP synthesis in the
presence of nucleotide and P concentrations in thei
medium similar to those occurring under physio-
logical conditions.
4. Catalytic sites: structure, function, mechanism
4.1. The catalytic subcomplex: F1
The ability to obtain isolated F in high yield and1
purity has in the past made this soluble subcomplex
the system of choice for investigation of catalytic
mechanism. Isolated F is able to catalyze ATP hy-1
drolysis but not net ATP synthesis. For the study of
many aspects of the mechanism this activity is suffi-
cient. With the mitochondrial enzyme it was demon-
strated that accessible catalytic rate and equilibrium
constants are virtually the same for isolated F and1
w xmembrane-bound F F 165 . In the case of E. coli1 0
enzyme, it was shown that catalysis-related move-
ment of g subunit relative to the three b subunits
w x w xseen in isolated F 87 also occurs in F F 166 , and1 1 0
that identical nucleotide-dependent conformational
changes involving e subunit occurred in F F and1 0
w xisolated F 46 . Nevertheless it is obvious that the1
catalytic mechanism is critically modified in the pres-
ence of a proton gradient, and a major goal for the
future is to extend catalytic mechanism studies to
intact F F -ATP synthase. For the present, however,1 0
we have to rely on evidence garnered mostly using
isolated F .1
There are six nucleotide-binding domains in F ,1
three on the a and three on the b subunits, each of
which has been defined in detail by X-ray crystallog-
raphy as described in Section 2. The three nucleotide
sites formed by the b subunits are the catalytic sites,
and as the X-ray structure shows they lie at arb
subunit interfaces, with two residues from a subunit
interacting with the nucleotide. Chemical inactivation
with reagents such as DCCD and NBD-Cl, and
 .photo affinity labeling experiments with nucleotide
analogs, provided initial evidence that the catalytic
sites were on the b subunits reviewed in Refs.
w x.1,115 . More definitive evidence has come from
mutagenesis studies, in which specific mutations of
residues in b subunit at conserved residues b K155
 .in the Homology A P-loop and b D242 in the
w xHomology B sequence 167 , were shown to drasti-
cally diminish catalytic activity, whereas the same
w xmutations in a subunit did not 168–170 .
Isolated b subunit does bind nucleotide, with a
w xstoichiometry of 1 molrmol 171–174 . However,
when care was taken to ensure that there was no
contamination of the isolated b subunit preparation
by a subunit, it could be established that b alone
w xdoes not hydrolyze MgATP at a significant rate 175 ,
and thus it is not a useful experimental model for
catalysis. Reconstitution experiments with isolated E.
coli F subunits showed that the minimal complex1
able to catalyse ATP hydrolysis at physiological rate
w xis an a b g complex 176 . This complex resembled3 3
w xF in showing inhibition by azide 175 and the1
ability to bind and hydrolyse substoichiometric ATP
w xby unisite catalysis 177 . It was shown that a com-
plex of ab subunits from E. coli did have low but
significant ATPase activity, in contrast to the negligi-
ble activity with either a or b subunit alone, but that
the activity differed in characteristics from that of F1
w x175 . In CF and TF measurable hydrolytic activity1 1
has been reported for a b andror a b assemblies1 1 3 3
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w x178–182 ; however, again these activities do not
appear to be representative of the physiological
mechanism, which is only seen in the a b g com-3 3
plex. The high affinity catalytic site one was only
w xseen in a b g complex 178,183 .3 3
Thus, the portion of F identified in the X-ray1
structure corresponds to the catalytic core of the
enzyme and the huge amount of structural informa-
tion resident in the X-ray structure analysis can now
be applied to illuminate the catalytic mechanism. It is
appropriate, however, to sound also a note of caution.
In the X-ray structure, in one b subunit the nu-
cleotide binding site contains MgAMPPNP termed
w x.‘b ’ in Ref. 13 , in the second b the site is filledTP
 .with MgADP ‘b ’ , and the third catalytic site isDP
 .empty ‘b ’ . This pattern is presumably a conse-E
quence of the crystallization conditions presence of
2q w x.Mg , AMPPNP, ADP, azide; see Ref. 184 . There
is now definitive evidence that all three catalytic sites
are filled with nucleotide, MgATP and MgADP,
 .during steady-state ATP hydrolysis Section 4.4 . The
question arises therefore as to whether the enzyme
form in the crystals is reflective of a physiologically-
relevant state or whether it represents a non-physio-
logical conformation. Consequently it seems prema-
ture to conclude whether the structure supports or
 w xdoes not support a given mechanism see Ref. 185
.for another opinion . We return to this point later.
4.2. The catalytic mechanism: an o˝er˝iew
At saturation with substrate MgATP, the steady-
y1 w xstate hydrolysis rate of E. coli F is 50–100 s 99 ;1
the mitochondrial enzyme can reach more than 500
y1 w xs 186 . When E. coli F is assayed under appro-1
priate conditions, a major fraction, if not all, of the
MgATPase activity can be described by a single Km
w xvalue in the range of 100 mM 102 . Notwithstanding
the fact that there is only a single apparent
 .K MgATP , steady-state catalysis involves all threem
catalytic sites, as will be documented below, and is
therefore referred to as ‘multisite’ catalysis. For ATP
synthesis by E. coli F F reconstituted into lipo-1 0
somes, a rate of about 30 sy1 was found; the sub-
strate concentration dependence followed Michaelis-
 .Menten kinetics with single K ADP of 27 mM, andm
 . w xK P of 0.7 mM 164 . Chloroplast or mitochon-m i
drial F F can reach substantially higher ATP synthe-1 0
w xsis rates 188,189 .
At substoichiometric MgATP concentrations i.e.,
.non-steady-state conditions , the enzyme works in a
quite different mode, referred to as ‘unisite’ catalysis
because it involves only a single catalytic site. Tech-
niques for characterizing unisite catalysis were origi-
w xnally developed for the mitochondrial enzyme 190
and were modified for application to wild-type and
w xmutant E. coli enzymes by Duncan and Senior 191 .
Substoichiometric substrate MgATP is bound rapidly
to catalytic site one with very high affinity K s0.2d
nM for E. coli F , 1 pM for the mitochondrial1
.enzyme and is slowly hydrolysed to ADP plus P .i
The equilibrium constant for the chemical reaction is
close to unity; thus this step is readily reversible even
on the soluble enzyme. Release of products P andi
 y3 y1.MgADP is very slow k F10 s . The fouroff
catalytic steps of unisite catalysis are ATP
bindingrrelease, ATP hydrolysisrresynthesis, P re-i
leaserbinding, and ADP releaserbinding. Rate con-
stants for all steps except P binding may be directlyi
w xmeasured, and have been reviewed 1,3,115,192 . The
rate of P binding can be calculated from the producti
of the equilibrium constants at each catalytic step and
the known overall DG8X for ATP hydrolysis. Thus the
unisite reaction can be completely described in ki-
netic and thermodynamic terms. It is because the Pi
binding rate is negligibly slow and consequently
 . .K P )1 M that synthesis of even enzyme-boundd i
MgATP from medium P is impossible in solublei
enzyme or non-energized membrane enzyme under
ordinary conditions.
Given the ambient concentrations of MgATP in
cells, unisite catalysis is obviously a non-physio-
logical mode of operation of the enzyme. However,
because it avoids complications introduced by the
cooperative nature of the three catalytic sites, it has
proven to be a valuable empirical tool. Unisite cataly-
w xsis is insensitive to azide 193–195 consistent with
its non-cooperative nature; the same unisite rate con-
stants are seen in native or nucleotide-free enzymes,
establishing lack of any effect of the noncatalytic
w xsites in unisite catalysis 196 ; and a b g complex3 3
or e-depleted F show similar unisite behavior to1
w xintact F 177,197 . There is excellent correlation1
between effects of catalytic site mutations on unisite
w xcatalysis and multisite ATP hydrolysis 163,169 , and
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conclusions regarding the location and possible func-
tion of various catalytic site residues derived from
earlier studies of unisite catalysis were amply borne
out by the X-ray structure when it appeared.
The highly-cooperative nature of the catalytic sites
becomes obvious by comparing unisite parameters
with those for multisite catalysis. For example if
excess MgATP is added to E. coli F performing1
unisite catalysis, occupation of additional catalytic
sites leads to increase in net MgATP hydrolysis rate
by five orders of magnitude, from F10y3 sy1 to
y1 w x50–100 s 191 , and similar effects were seen in
w xmitochondrial enzyme 3 . This positive catalytic co-
operativity is accompanied by a similarly pronounced
substrate binding cooperativity, for example
 .K MgATP at catalytic site one differs from that atd
site three by at least five orders of magnitude. It is
interesting to note that the strong catalytic cooperativ-
ity would have gone unnoticed if we had to rely
solely on steady-state enzyme kinetic analyses. Such
techniques have proved to be of limited value in
studies of ATP synthase. They do not measure cat-
alytic site occupancy directly, of course, and the
results are often difficult to interpret in this highly-
cooperative, three-site enzyme. In our experience,
such kinetic measurements are prone to artifacts,
2q w xincluding potent inhibition by free Mg ions 187
 . w xor product Mg ADP 198,199 , and ‘lags’ in initial
rate when low concentrations of MgATP are used in
conjunction with coupled enzyme optical assays.
w xBoyer 200 has demonstrated how in a highly-coop-
erative enzyme, kinetic analyses are intrinsically sub-
ject to ambiguity of interpretation. Importantly, in a
number of cases only a single apparent K valuem
w xwas observed 102,164 , despite extensive evidence
from other sources showing cooperativity between
catalytic sites, demonstrating that K determinationm
in isolation is no guide to the number of participating
catalytic sites, nor their affinities.
The actual chemical reaction of MgATP hydrolysis
is generally assumed to proceed by an in-line nucleo-
philic attack of a water molecule on the terminal
phosphate, following an associative mechanism, and
involving a pentacovalent phosphorus transition state
w x201 . Several pieces of evidence are consistent with
such a mechanism. Two groups showed that the
reaction proceeds with inversion of the configuration
of the oxygen atoms about the terminal phosphorus,
and that ADP-O is the acceptor for P in ATP synthe-i
w xsis, with no phosphoenzyme intermediate 202,203 .
MgATP hydrolysis is strongly inhibited by fluoroalu-
w xminate 204 , which mimics the pentacovalent phos-
phorus species occurring in the transition state
w x205,206 .
4.3. Important ad˝ances from the study of unisite
catalysis
Unisite catalytic parameters have been documented
for bovine heart and yeast mitochondrial enzyme
w x3,207 , and in E. coli enzyme by several laboratories
w x152,158,192,197,208 with good agreement. Soluble
and membrane-bound forms of both mitochondrial
w xand E. coli enzyme behave similarly 158,165 . The
main differences between mitochondrial and E. coli
 .  .F are in K MgATP and K MgADP , with the E.1 d d
coli F showing lower affinity by two orders of1
magnitude in both cases, and in the rate of MgATP
 y1hydrolysis and resynthesis k;10 s in MF , 0.11
y1 .s in E. coli F . The slower rate of hydrolysis in1
E. coli F under unisite conditions allows manual1
methods to be used for measurements, with conse-
quent ability to use small amounts of material, impor-
tant for studies of mutants. Mutations usually reduce
unisite rate constants, often very substantially. In-
creases are rarer, although one example was seen
recently, in which a Cys residue was introduced in g
subunit in E. coli F , and then reacted with coumarin1
w xmaleimide 152 .
Several important advances have come out of stud-
ies of unisite catalysis. First, from a comparison of
several enzyme species of widely-differing activity
 .mitochondrial, wild-type and mutant E. coli , it was
apparent that F utilizes binding energy derived from1
numerous side-chain to substrate interactions, which
facilitate proximity, stereochemical orientation, im-
 .mobilization and polarization of the substrate s , as
w xthe major driving force for catalysis 163,169,192 .
There may or may not be a specific catalytic base
residue involved in catalysis, this point will be dis-
cussed below; but even if there is, it is certainly not
the major driving force for catalysis. The binding
energy utilized at each step of the unisite catalysis
pathway has been quantitated, and a strong demon-
strated correlation between unisite and multisite
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catalysis shows that the same principles obtain also in
the latter. Second, studies of unisite catalysis in the
non-aqueous solvent dimethylsulfoxide or at pH var-
ied from 5.5 to 9.5 confirmed that catalysis occurs in
a hydrophobic environment which is sequestered from
the medium. The chemical reaction steps are largely
insensitive to ambient pH, although MgATP and Pi
binding steps were both strongly pH-sensitive
w x99,209 . Third, construction of Gibbs free energy
diagrams from the unisite reaction parameters allows
the thermodynamic profile of the reaction to be visu-
alized. From this emerges the conclusion that Pi
binding and MgATP release are the major energy-re-
quiring steps in ATP synthesis, which must be cou-
pled to input of energy from the proton gradient,
whereas MgADP binding occurs spontaneously. A
model which describes how proton gradient energy is
coupled to changes in the conformation of the cat-
w xalytic sites was presented 163 . Fourth, Gibbs free
energy diagrams provide a useful tool for comparison
of enzymes from different species, and in particular
for investigation of the effects of specific catalytic
w xsite mutations 163,169 . Several catalytic site func-
tional residues have been characterized in this way,
and will be discussed individually below.
The 18O isotope exchange reactions reported previ-
w xously in ATP synthases 210 are manifestations of
reversible ATP hydrolysis and synthesis reactions
occurring at catalytic site one. 18O isotope exchange
is apparent at low ATP concentrations, similar to
w x 18unisite conditions 211,212 . The O isotope ex-
change technique does not directly yield reaction rate
w xconstants. In earlier work 211 the assumption was
made that the modulation of 18O isotope exchange
parameters which occurs on binding of excess MgATP
is referable to binding of MgATP at a single addi-
tional catalytic site. With further assumptions, this
allowed calculation of some catalytic rate parameters.
However, it is now apparent that addition of excess
MgATP leads rapidly to occupation of all three cat-
alytic sites, not just two, and thus interpretation of the
18O isotope exchange data is potentially very com-
w xplex. Boyer 200 noted a discrepancy of two orders
of magnitude between rates of ATP synthesis and
hydrolysis as calculated from 18O isotope exchange
data and those determined directly in several labora-
tories from unisite experiments. Therefore the 18O
isotope exchange technique yields qualitative insights
into catalysis, but is too ambiguous for determination
of quantitative parameters. Similar reservations have
w xbeen expressed in Ref. 213 .
4.4. Nucleotide binding and hydrolysis in the cat-
alytic sites: multisite catalysis
4.4.1. Multisite catalysis: two or three sites?
To describe multisite catalysis, numerous models
 whave been proposed e.g., Refs. 6,115,200,210,213–
x.216 , most of which were adaptations or expansions
of the ‘binding change’ or ‘alternating site mecha-
w xnism’ proposed about 20 years ago 217–219 . As-
 .sumptions common to most of these models are: 1
The participating catalytic sites are in principle iden-
tical, but have, at any given time during catalysis,
widely-different affinities for substrates andror prod-
ucts. As a corollary, it was hypothesized that during
catalysis the participating sites switch their properties
 .in a synchronized manner. 2 One of these sites
binds substrate and products tightly, and the chemical
reaction is readily reversible in this site. Only this site
 .is catalytically active at any one time. 3 Substrate
binding at a second andror third catalytic site is
 .necessary for product release from site one. 4 In
ATP synthesis, the energy from the proton gradient is
used to decrease the affinity for ATP.
Supporting evidence for some of these assump-
w xtions has been presented 1,3,115,192,210,215 . In
 .  .regard to points 2 and 4 , the available evidence
 .  .has been discussed above. As to points 1 and 3 ,
until recently, there was no technique available to
determine the occupancy or binding affinities of the
individual catalytic sites under multisite catalysis
conditions and on the time-scale of enzyme turnover.
Conventionally-used methods to separate free from
enzyme-bound ligand were either much too slow
 .equilibrium dialysis or not true equilibrium methods
 .e.g., centrifuge columns . Not surprisingly, this was
the place where the divergences between the models
began. Pertinent experimental questions are therefore:
How many of the catalytic sites, two or three, have to
be occupied by substrate to achieve physiological
catalysis rates? What is the actual affinity of each site
for substrates and products? What is the distribution
between bound MgATP and MgADP during cataly-
sis?
There have been frequent attempts to determine
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the number and affinities of catalytic sites on the
basis of steady-state kinetic data. When the substrate
concentration dependence of the catalytic activity
could be better explained by two K values insteadm
of one, the lower one was ascribed to ‘bi-site’ activ-
ity, the higher one to ‘tri-site’ catalysis. For reasons
stated earlier, such conclusions are open to question.
4.4.2. Design and application of an optical probe to
monitor occupancy of the catalytic binding sites
Recently, by inserting a tryptophan residue in posi-
w xtion b 331 of E. coli enzyme 102 , we designed an
optical probe which directly monitors occupancy of
the catalytic sites by nucleotides. As can be seen in
Fig. 4, this residue, which is tyrosine in mitochon-
drial and wild-type E. coli F , makes Van der Waals1
contact with the adenine ring of a catalytic-site-bound
nucleotide molecule. b Y331W mutant F did not1
differ significantly in enzymatic characteristics from
wild-type. The fluorescence signal of the three intro-
duced b W331 residues was substantial, and readily
visible over the background of the nine Trp residues
present in wild-type. Its wavelength position indi-
cated a very polar environment for b W331 when the
catalytic site was empty. The X-ray structure shows
the empty catalytic nucleotide binding site wide open;
it is probably filled with water molecules. Upon
binding of nucleotide, the fluorescence of residue
b W331 is completely quenched. The fluorescence
signal is the same for all three b W331 residues, and
it is not affected by the status of occupancy of the
w xnoncatalytic sites 102,220 . Thus, b W331 fluores-
cence provides an ideal tool to measure thermody-
namic and kinetic parameters for nucleotide binding
to the catalytic sites. Table 2 summarizes data ob-
tained using b W331 fluorescence, showing the
Fig. 4. Residue b Y331 in the catalytic site makes Van der Waals contact with the adenine ring of bound nucleotide. The structure is that
w xof the catalytic site which contains MgAMPPNP 13 , displayed using RasMol. Van der Waals contact between residue b Y331 and the
adenine ring of the nucleotide is evident. The substitution b Y331W yielded a probe in the catalytic site whose fluorescence is virtually
w xcompletely quenched upon nucleotide binding, allowing monitoring of catalytic site occupancy during steady-state catalysis 102 .
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strong binding cooperativity of the catalytic sites for
Mg-nucleotides, especially MgATP, and confirming
 .that neither P nor PP shows significant binding toi i
catalytic sites in the soluble enzyme.
Fig. 5A shows binding and hydrolysis of MgATP,
measured under identical conditions over a wide range
 .of MgATP concentration. A single K MgATP ofm
about 40 mM is evident, and it is obvious that
 .  .K MgATP is similar to K MgATP , the bindingm d3
affinity of the third catalytic site. In Fig. 5C these
data are replotted to show dependence of hydrolysis
activity on fraction of catalytic sites filled, establish-
ing that virtually all MgATPase activity was due to
enzyme molecules having all three catalytic sites
filled. The data show that, with MgATP, the activity
of a molecule having just two sites filled is F2% of
V , hence bi-site catalysis is without physiologicalmax
relevance.
Fig. 5B shows binding and hydrolysis of MgT-
NPATP. Again it is seen clearly that all three cat-
alytic sites have to be filled to reach V . Whenmax
these data were replotted to demonstrate the depen-
dence of hydrolysis activity on fraction of catalytic
 .sites filled Fig. 5D , it was apparent that, with
MgTNPATP, substantial bi-site activity 38% of
.V occurred. In absolute terms the rate of bi-sitemax
MgTNPATP hydrolysis was low, since even
 .  .V MgTNPATP is less than 1.5% of V MgATPmax max
w x103 . Nevertheless this experiment demonstrates that
binding of nucleotide at catalytic site two can signifi-
cantly accelerate catalytic rate, and opens the possi-
bility that there may be a real albeit low level of
bi-site MgATP hydrolysis also.
Comparison of the binding of MgATP and free
 . 2qATP Table 2 showed that Mg is required for
expression of catalytic site binding cooperativity and
high affinity binding at catalytic site one. Fig. 6A,B
shows binding curves for ATP and TNPATP ob-
tained in the presence or absence of Mg2q. In the
absence of Mg2q, all three catalytic sites bind ATP
 .with the same affinity K s71 mM . It is interestingd
to note that this affinity is in the same range as that
of the isolated b subunit for ATP or MgATP 25–100
w x.mM 172,175,177,221 . There is no hydrolysis of
w xfree ATP by F 220 , nor is there hydrolysis of1
w xMgATP by isolated b subunit 175 . Thus, there is a
correlation between formation of the high-affinity site
one, catalytic site binding cooperativity, and catalytic
activity. This correlation is also borne out by the data
with MgTNPATP in Fig. 6B, which confirms that the
presence of Mg2q is mandatory for formation of the
high affinity catalytic site one and the pronounced
catalytic site binding cooperativity. It was also found
that there is no hydrolysis of free TNPATP. This
Table 2
Nucleotide binding affinities and association rate constants at each of the three catalytic sites of E. coli F1
y1 y1 .  .  .  .Nucleotide Binding affinity K mM Association constant k M sd on
Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 Site 1 Site 2 Site 3
a 5 a 6 b 6 cMgATP 0.0002 0.5 25 4=10 G2=10 2=10
5 7 c 5 cMgTNPATP <0.001 0.023 1.4 )5=10 2=10 8=10
5MgADP 0.14 20 20 G5=10
3MgAMPPNP 0.11 36 36 6=10
dMg lbADP 0.2 5.5 5.5
free ATP 71 71 71
free TNPATP 1.3 4.1 32
 .AMP "Mg ) 1 000 ) 1 000 ) 1 000
 .PP qMg ) 1 000 ) 5 000 ) 5 000i
 .P qMg )10 000 )10 000 )10 000i
All data were obtained using the fluorescence signal of residue b W331 except as indicated.
a w xMeasured using radioactive MgATP and a hexokinaserglucose trap 196 .
b w xSee Ref. 220 .
c k rK for hydrolysis.cat m
d w xMg lbADP, Mg-lin-benzo-ADP. The data were obtained from fluorescence of Mg lbADP 232 .
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focusses attention on the critical importance of the
catalytic site Mg2q coordination ligands for both
binding and catalysis.
Based on the results presented in Table 2, which
 .  .show that K MgATP f K free ATP fd3 d
 .K MgATP , it cannot be excluded that during them
catalytic cycle ATP is bound in the uncomplexed
form at catalytic site three, and that only during the
progress of catalysis, when site 3 becomes site 1 or 2,
i.e., before the ATP is hydrolyzed, is Mg2q bound
into the ATP-filled site. For the time being, we see
no convincing argument to prefer such a mechanism
over the more reasonable one that catalysis involves
MgATP exclusively.
Table 2 also documents that as far as thermody-
namic and kinetic binding parameters are concerned,
AMPPNP shows significant differences from ATP. It
has been suggested that extreme stereochemical strin-
gency, especially at the high-affinity catalytic site
w xone, might be responsible for this behavior 222 , and
it is relevant to point out in this context that in the
X-ray structure, catalytic sites were visualized with
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Fig. 6. Nucleotide binding cooperativity depends on Mg. Nucleotide binding to the three catalytic sites was determined using b W331 F1
 .  .  .fluorescence. A: ATP in the presence open circles and absence open triangles of Mg. B: TNPATP in the presence closed circles or
 .absence closed triangles of Mg. The binding affinities are shown in Table 2.
bound MgAMPPNP and MgADP, but not with bound
MgATP.
4.4.3. Differentiation between catalytic site-bound
MgATP and MgADP is made possible by the b W148
fluorescence probe and leads to a new model for
multisite catalysis by F1
Due to its location in the adenine-binding subdo-
main of the catalytic site, residue b W331 gives a
nice response upon interaction with nucleotide but it
is not able to differentiate between bound MgATP
and bound MgADP. The ability to distinguish these
two in real-time during catalysis is necessary for
further dissection of the catalytic mechanism. We
found that the introduction of a Trp into E. coli F at1
residue b 148, which immediately precedes the P-
loop, yielded a fluorescent probe with the desired
w xproperties 223 . Upon binding of MgADP, the fluo-
rescence of b F148W mutant F was quenched, with1
maximum decrease at 350 nm. Upon binding of
MgAMPPNP and MgADPPBeF which is, likex
MgAMPPNP, isoelectronic and probably isosteric
w x.with MgATP; Ref. 205 the fluorescence at 325 nm
increased. With MgATP, both effects occurred simul-
 .Fig. 5. Catalytic site nucleotide binding and hydrolysis measured under identical conditions. A: MgATP binding open circles and
 .hydrolysis open squares were measured under identical conditions using b W331 fluorescence assay and conventional P release assay,i
respectively, over the range of MgATP concentration shown. For hydrolysis a single K of 40 mM is apparent. From the binding curve itm
is seen that the first catalytic site is filled even at the lowest concentration of MgATP that can be used in the fluorescence assay, also that
all three sites became filled, that there is strong binding cooperativity, and that the K at site 3 is similar to K . B: MgTNPATP bindingd m
 .  .closed circles and hydrolysis closed squares were measured as in panel A. MgTNPATP binds 20–30-fold more tightly than MgATP.
Catalytic site one was already filled at the lowest MgTNPATP concentration used. There is strong binding cooperativity and all three sites
 .  .had to be filled to reach V . The hydrolysis data could be fit using a single K solid line or two K values dashed line ; the lattermax m m
gave significantly better fit. C: The data for MgATP binding and hydrolysis in panel A were replotted to show dependence of hydrolytic
activity on catalytic sites occupancy. The open circles are the hydrolysis activity plotted against measured fraction of catalytic sites
 .occupied horizontal axis . The latter parameter is of course the average for all the enzyme molecules present. The solid line is the
behavior expected if only molecules having all three catalytic sites filled show activity, i.e., bi-site activity equals zero. The dashed lines
are the behavior expected if molecules with only two catalytic sites filled show 25, 50, or 100% of V . D: The data for MgTNPATPmax
binding and hydrolysis from panel B were replotted to show dependence of hydrolytic activity on catalytic sites occupancy. The closed
 .circles are the hydrolysis activity plotted against measured fraction of catalytic sites occupied horizontal axis . The solid line is that
expected if activity is seen only in molecules with all three catalytic sites occupied. The dashed lines are those expected if molecules with
two catalytic sites occupied show an activity of 38% or 100% of V .max
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taneously, indicating that as added MgATP was hy-
drolyzed, both bound MgATP and MgADP were
w xpresent on the enzyme 223 . The fluorescence re-
 .sponses were small 12–15% , and it was necessary
to use tryptophan-free F as background, so that1
b W148 was the sole tryptophan. Generation and
properties of Trp-free F retaining normal catalytic1
w xactivity were described 224 .
Using the b W148 fluorescence probe, we deter-
mined enzyme-bound MgATP and MgADP over a
wide range of MgATP concentrations. At low MgATP
 .-1 mM , when primarily the high affinity site one
was occupied, the ratio of enzyme-bound MgADP to
MgATP was about 0.5, which reflects the reaction
equilibrium constant in unisite catalysis. Upon in-
 .creasing MgATP G5 mM , catalytic site 2 became
filled, nevertheless, the bound MgATP never ex-
ceeded 1 molrmol F , indicating that MgATP in site1
1 was rapidly hydrolyzed even though the overall
 .turnover rate i.e., product release was still slow. At
mM MgATP concentrations, i.e., V conditionsmax
 .K f200 mM for this mutant enzyme , all threem
catalytic sites were occupied as expected, and on
average one of the three catalytic sites was filled with
unhydrolyzed substrate MgATP and the two other
catalytic sites were filled with product MgADP.
A new model for multisite MgATP hydrolysis
encompassing these findings is shown in Fig. 7. The
highest affinity catalytic site 1 is designated as ‘H’,
the intermediate affinity site 2 as ‘M’, and the lowest
affinity site 3 as ‘L’. After release of MgADP from
site L in the previous reaction cycle, site H is filled
 .with MgATP and site M with MgADP state D .
Under V conditions, MgATP is rapidly bound tomax
 .site L state A . This promotes MgATP hydrolysis at
site H, which in turn triggers a synchronized, con-
certed affinity change of the three catalytic sites
 .indicated by the arrows in state B . The subsequent
 .release of P from the now site M is another fasti
reaction, resulting in state C. Release of MgADP
from site L is the rate-limiting step of the multisite
reaction cycle, hence state C is the most populous
state of the enzyme molecules under V MgATPmax
hydrolysis conditions. The essential advance con-
tained in this new model is that it is based on actual
measurements, on a real-time basis, of catalytic-site-
bound MgATP and MgADP. The conclusion that
MgADP release is the rate-determining step in multi-
 .Fig. 7. Model for steady-state multisite hydrolysis of MgATP
by F deduced using the fluorescence of residue b W148. The1
three catalytic sites of the enzyme are depicted. H represents the
 .site of highest affinity for MgATP site one ; M represents the
 .site of intermediate affinity site two ; and L represents the site of
 .lowest affinity site three . During steady-state catalysis at V ,max
the predominant form of the enzyme contains one bound ATP
and two bound ADP, as in state C. The model is described in
detail in the text.
site catalysis contradicts the postulate that substrate
binding to one site and product release from another
 w x.site occur simultaneously see, e.g., Ref. 215 . If
this were true, there would be no enzyme molecule
with more than two sites filled at any given time
during multisite catalysis. Obviously, data from both
b W331 and b W148 enzymes show this is not the
case. Substrate binding at one site is necessary for
w xproduct release from a different site 218 , and the
two events are synchronized by the intervening affin-
ity change; however, the binding step clearly pre-
cedes the release step.
Whether steady-state ATP synthesis can be de-
scribed by simply reversing the reaction arrows in
Fig. 7 remains to be determined. No direct measure-
ments of catalytic site occupancy during ATP synthe-
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sis, e.g., using optical probes, have been reported so
far. Based on enzyme kinetic and radioactive nu-
cleotide binding data, it has been proposed that in
ATP or GTP synthesis all three catalytic sites have to
w xbe filled to obtain V rates 6 .max
w xIn the X-ray structure of mitochondrial F 13 one1
catalytic site is occupied with MgADP, a second with
MgAMPPNP, and the third catalytic site is empty.
This enzyme form could correspond to state D Fig.
.7 , which in our model is a short-lived reaction
intermediate during V hydrolysis. However,max
w xGruber and Capaldi found in a recent study 156 that¨
the lowest affinity catalytic site three resided on the
b subunit which cross-linked preferentially to the g
subunit, whereas according to the X-ray structure, the
b subunit whose residue b E380 is in contact with
residue g C87 contains the catalytic site that is filled
w xwith MgAMPPNP, i.e., it is not the empty site 13 .
These considerations reinforce our earlier point, that
there are difficulties in relating the form of the
enzyme seen in the X-ray structure to the active
enzyme in solution.
4.5. Structure of the catalytic sites: the molecular
basis for catalysis
4.5.1. X-ray structure and mutational analysis of the
catalytic sites
The adenine-binding subdomain of the catalytic
sites consists of side-chains of residues in and around
helix 3 of the C-terminal domain of b subunit
 .b F404, bA407, b F410, b T411 , and, to a large
extent, of the aromatic ring of residue b Y331 which
is stacked with the adenine ring of the nucleotide
 .Fig. 4 . b Y331 had been identified earlier as part of
 .the catalytic binding site by photo affinity labeling
with a variety of nucleotide analogs. However, due to
the different positions of the reactive group in these
w xanalogs 225–231 , the precise spatial relationship of
b Y331 to bound nucleotide was unknown. Muta-
tional analysis in combination with the use of a
fluorescent nucleotide analog, lin-benzo-ADP, defini-
tively located this residue as immediately adjacent to
w xthe adenine ring of the nucleotide 232 . The main
function of b Y331 is to provide an unpolar environ-
ment for the adenine ring; an aromatic residue is
advantageous but not necessary for functional en-
w xzyme 232–234 .
The ribose does not appear to make any specific
interactions with the protein; the only residues that
come relatively close are b F404 and b V157. The
space around the ribose explains why even a large
and rigid substitution at the ribose hydroxyls, as in
TNPATP, is tolerated. In fact, TNPATP binds to E.
w xcoli F 20–30-fold more tightly than does ATP 103 .1
As in a variety of other nucleotide-binding proteins
w x205,235–239 , the phosphates of catalytic-site bound
nucleotide in F are surrounded by residues of the1
w xP-loop 13 , which in E. coli consists of residues
 .bG149 to b T156 GGAGVGKT . The most intimate
contact is with the main chain atoms of bG152,
b V153, and bG154, and with the side-chains of
b K155 and b T156. The importance of the Gly
residues in the P-loop is probably to accommodate to
backbone conformational constraints, and some muta-
tions of these residues fail to assemble an F -oligomer1
w x169 . bG149 and bG152 can be replaced by small
 .amino acids bG149A, S; bG152A, C, S , but often
with a significant loss in activity; the mitochondrial
enzyme is less tolerant towards substitutions in posi-
w xtion bG149 than the E. coli 240–242 . bG154
appears to be essential, but bG150 is tolerant of
w xreplacements 242 .
Residues b K155 and b T156 have direct func-
tions in nucleotide binding and catalysis. In position
b 155 not even arginine is tolerated and b T156 can
w xonly be replaced by Ser 169,207,222,242–245 . In
unisite experiments with wild-type E. coli F , Al-1
w xShawi and Senior 99 found that the affinity for both
MgATP and P decreased markedly with increasingi
pH in the range 5.5 to 9.5; the pK for this effecta
was 8.0–8.4. In b K155Q and b K155E mutants the
affinities for ATP and P were decreased by threei
orders of magnitude and were pH-insensitive. It was
concluded that the side-chain of residue b K155 in
wild-type lies very close to the g-phosphate of ATP
and to the position of P binding, and makes one ori
more specific hydrogen bonds with the g-phosphate
w x222 . By providing significant binding energy,
b K155 acts as a critical catalytic residue. The X-ray
 .structure of the catalytic site shown in Fig. 8 con-
firmed the predicted location of b K155, and demon-
strated that the essential role of residue b T156 side-
chain oxygen is to provide a coordination ligand to
the Mg2q of MgATP.
In addition to the P-loop, the immediate environ-
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ment of the nucleotide phosphates consists of six
charged residues, three acidic b E181, b E185, and
. b D242 and three arginines b R182, b R246, and
.  .a R376 from the adjacent a subunit Figs. 8 and 9 .
All of these residues appear to be important for
function. The X-ray structure suggests that b E185
and b D242 which is the last residue of the Homol-
. 2q ogy B motif are involved in binding the Mg Fig.
.8 , each probably via a water molecule. In both cases
there is support for this proposal from mutational
w x 2qanalysis 169,246 . Emphasizing the role of Mg in
catalysis, removal of either carboxyl group resulted in
reduction of multisite hydrolysis rate by more than 3
orders of magnitude.
w xAbrahams et al. 13 found in the MgAMPPNP-
containing catalytic site a density for a water
molecule, hydrogen-bonded to the carboxyl group of
˚b E181, 4.4 A from the g-phosphate. From spatial
considerations, they proposed that b E181 might serve
to activate the water molecule for an in-line nucleo-
philic attack on the g-phosphate in ATP hydrolysis
 .see Fig. 8 . Mutational analysis had already revealed
the functional importance of b E181. Determination
of unisite rate constants in b E181Q and b E181A
mutant F showed that the hydrolysis step on the1
enzyme was reduced by two orders of magnitude,
w xthat of the synthesis step by three 169,208,247 .
Gibbs free energy diagrams of the unisite reaction
pathway in b E181Q F showed that the catalytic1
transition state was clearly the most affected species
w x169 . Further evidence for a special functional role
for b E181 is provided by the fact that mutations of
w x w xboth b M209 191,248,249 and b R246 248,250
cause strong impairment of both multisite and unisite
catalysis. It was concluded for both b M209I and
w xb R246C mutants 163 that ‘there is perturbation of
the environment close to the site of catalysis’. From
the X-ray structure the side-chains of both residues
˚are seen to lie parallel to that of b E181, about 3 A
away from it, and pointing toward the g-phosphate.
Residue a R376 approaches the nucleotide from
the adjacent a subunit and comes close to the g-
 .phosphate Fig. 9 . It is interesting that this residue
accounted for the most significant conformational
difference between the MgAMPPNP-filled and the
w xMgADP-filled site 13 . In the latter, it was shifted by
˚1.5 A towards the b-phosphate. Abrahams et al.
suggest this residue could serve to stabilize the penta-
coordinate phosphorus catalytic transition state. In
agreement with this, multisite ATPase activity was
reduced by three orders of magnitude in the mutant
w xa R376C 251,252 . In contrast, unisite catalysis ap-
peared to be only slightly impaired; however, the rate
constants that one would expect to decrease most
upon loss of a side-chain stabilizing the catalytic
transition state, namely those for the hydrolysis and
w xsynthesis steps, were not measured 251 .
A number of residues located within a short stretch
of a subunit have been identified as essential for
multisite catalysis by random mutagenesis. The mu-
tants obtained were a S347F, a G351D, a S373F,
w xand a S375F 253,254 . Multisite hydrolysis in these
mutants was strongly inhibited, but unisite catalysis
w xwas not greatly affected 193,255 . The mutations
appeared to interfere with positive catalytic coopera-
tivity between catalytic sites by interrupting a confor-
w xFig. 8. X-ray structure of the catalytic site showing functional b subunit residues. The catalytic site with bound MgAMPPNP 13
 .modelled in the coordinates as MgATP is displayed using RasMol. The Mg atom is green. All the labelled residues in this figure are b
subunit residues, that have been recognized as important for function by mutagenesis studies. b K155 and b T156 are the P-loop lysine
and threonine, respectively. b D242 is the aspartate in the Homology B sequence, b E185 is a proposed Mg coordination ligand, and
b E181 is the proposed catalytic base. See the text for further discussion.
Fig. 9. X-ray structure of the catalytic site showing the arb interface and important a subunit residues. The catalytic site with bound
w x  .MgAMPPNP 13 modelled in the coordinates as MgATP is displayed using RasMol. The Mg atom is green. a subunit residues are
 .purple and are in the lower part of the figure. b residues C atoms are grey and are in the upper part of the figure. The arb interface is
obvious in this view. All the labelled residues in this figure are a subunit residues, that have been recognised as important for function by
mutagenesis studies. Mutation of residues a G351, a S373 and a S375 blocks conformational signal transmission across the arb
interface which is critical for positive catalytic cooperativity and multisite catalysis. Residue a R376 is proposed to stabilize the transition
state intermediate. See text for further discussion.
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mational interaction at an arb interface, and this
segment of a subunit was consequently termed ‘arb
w xsignal transmission region’ 58 . Similar effects were
seen in the a S373C mutant after reaction with NEM,
 .and notably, reaction of only one NEM molrmol F1
w xwas sufficient to block multisite hydrolysis 256 . In a
more recent study it was established that it is selec-
tively the positive catalytic cooperativity that is
blocked in these mutant enzymes; there is not a
commensurate effect on nucleotide binding coopera-
w xtivity 220 . Fig. 9 shows that all of these residues lie
at the arb interface in the catalytic site vicinity. In
 .all cases, the substituted residue or the NEM is
much bulkier than the original.
From the foregoing we propose the following
mechanistic hypothesis. Residue a R376 makes con-
tact with the pentacovalent transition state and is
conformationally flexible. As the catalytic hydrolysis
event proceeds, a R376 is impelled to move, this
movement is amplified by the arb interface and
transmitted to the proximate a subunit. The confor-
mational movement is then propagated to the other
catalytic sites and it triggers the switching of their
affinities as shown in step B of Fig. 7. From previous
discussion it is evident that a , g , and e subunits are
all involved in propagation of this conformational
signal. The substitution of bulky residues at the arb
interface close to the catalytic site freezes the
molecule, such that nucleotide binding cooperativity
is still seen, but the switching of catalytic site binding
affinities that leads to release of product cannot occur
 .see Fig. 7 . The finding that reaction of NEM at only
one of the arb interfaces still blocks multisite catal-
w xysis 256 strongly supports a cyclical mechanism as
in Fig. 7. Presumably in coupled ATP-driven proton
transport, the conformation change induced by the
hydrolysis event is transmitted through the g and the
 .e subunit to the c subunit Section 3 .
4.5.2. Binding energies and catalytic site binding
affinity changes
 .A dissociation constant K of 0.2 nM, as foundd
for MgATP binding at catalytic site one in E. coli F ,1
corresponds to a DG8X of ;13 kcalrmol; a K ofd
100 mM the approximate K for MgATP at cat-d
.alytic site three to a value of ;5.5 kcalrmol. This
energy must be generated by multiple interactions
between the protein surface and the nucleotide. The
difference of ;7.5 kcalrmol has to come from
those parts of the binding site that are responsible for
the differences in binding affinity between the cat-
alytic sites. These are the specific interactions that
engage and disengage as the sites switch affinity
during the catalytic cycle. Regarding ATP synthesis,
it was found that the presence of a proton gradient
alone facilitated ATP dissociation from the high-af-
finity site one of MF F , equivalent to a standard free1 0
energy change of 8 kcalrmol; in the presence of
ADP and P , the respective value was closer to 10i
w xkcalrmol 159,160 . About 10 kcalrmol will also be
necessary to reduce the binding affinity of the high-
affinity site in the E. coli enzyme to a level corre-
sponding to the intracellular ATP concentration, as
discussed in Section 3. In the following, we will try
to identify some of the residues which contribute
binding energy to the interaction between enzyme
and nucleotide, and discuss how changes in affinity
of a catalytic site during ATP hydrolysis or synthesis
can be brought about.
The adenine binding subdomain provides a hy-
drophobic environment for the adenine ring. The
contribution of the side-chain of b Y331 can be
w xestimated from lin-benzo-ADP binding data 232 . If
we take the b Y331A mutant as standard i.e., assum-
ing no interaction between alanine and the adenine
.ring , the contribution of the tyrosine to the binding
affinity at catalytic site 1 is equivalent to 1.5
kcalrmol. From data obtained with other b 331 mu-
 .tants F, L, W , it can be calculated that the contribu-
tion of this residue is the same in all three catalytic
sites. Information about other adenine ring binding
side-chains is unavailable as yet. As noted above, no
specific interactions between the protein and the ri-
bose moiety are evident. The only information we
have in this regard comes from TNPATP binding
w xexperiments 103 . Addition of the trinitrophenyl
moiety to ATP increases the binding affinity at all
three sites by the same factor. Therefore, from the
available and admittedly incomplete data, the parts of
the catalytic site which bind the adenine ring and the
ribose do not appear to be involved in changes in
binding affinity and contribute little to the overall
binding energy. Consistent with this, binding of AMP
w xis negligible 220 .
This leaves the phosphate binding pocket as the
major source of binding energy. From the dissocia-
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tion constants obtained in unisite experiments with
w xwild-type and mutant enzymes 169 , it can be calcu-
lated that residue b K155 contributes 3.9 kcalrmol to
MgATP binding at the high affinity catalytic site 1,
but only 0.6 kcalrmol to MgADP binding. Using a
b K155Qrb Y331W double mutant, we were re-
cently able to estimate the respective values for cat-
alytic sites 2 and 3 from fluorescence titration data
 .S. Lobau, J.W. and A.E.S., unpublished results .¨
These are 3.4 and 1.1 kcalrmol for MgATP binding
to sites 2 and 3, respectively, and ;0 kcalrmol for
MgADP at both sites. The results are those expected
if residue b K155 is in direct contact with the g-phos-
phate of bound MgATP, at least at sites 1 and 2. The
reduced interaction between this residue and the g-
phosphate at site 3 seems largely responsible for the
differences in affinity for MgATP between sites 2
and 3. We envisage that movement of this residue
 .away from the g-phosphate ‘disengagement’ , is one
contributor to proton gradient-induced, energized re-
lease of MgATP in oxidative phosphorylation.
It is obvious from Fig. 6 and Table 2 that in intact
F a critical determinant of catalytic site binding1
affinity and cooperativity is Mg2q. In the absence of
Mg2q all three sites bind ATP with K of around 70d
mM; in its presence catalytic site three remains of a
similar affinity, but catalytic sites one and two both
become tighter, indeed site one achieves a K of 0.2d
nM. Thus Mg2q coordination is a major component
of binding energy and of affinity changes. The Mg2q
of MgATP is expected to have six coordinating lig-
w xands. Abrahams et al. 13 suggest that one is the
b T156 hydroxyl oxygen and two are oxygens of the
b- and g-phosphates. One other is a water molecule
which is hydrogen-bonded to residue b D242 Fig. 8;
w xRef. 169 ; and Leslie, A.G.W. and Walker, J.E.,
.personal communication , and a fifth is probably a
water molecule hydrogen-bonded to residue b E185
 w x.Fig. 8 and Ref. 246 . The sixth might be the
w xhydroxyl of residue a S347 257 which approaches
the Mg2q in the catalytic site. Given the data of Fig.
6, it follows that a major difference between catalytic
sites one and three resides in the degree of engage-
ment of Mg2q ligands, and that proton gradient-in-
duced release of MgATP into the surrounding milieu
requires disengaging them.
Unfortunately, for the calculation of binding en-
ergy contributed by the proposed Mg2q-coordinating
residues, only data for the carboxyl group of b D242
w xat catalytic site 1 exist 169 . For MgATP the value is
3.0 kcalrmol. A clear goal of future research is to
establish the identity of all the Mg2q ligands, calcu-
late their contribution to overall binding energy, and
define their role in binding affinity changes.
In conclusion, from presently available mutational
data, the phosphate binding pocket is not only re-
sponsible for the reaction chemistry, but also for the
bulk of the binding energy with MgATP, and for the
affinity changes during multisite catalysis. This is
strongly supported by the observation that presence
of the proton gradient increases the affinity for sub-
strate P by several orders of magnitude, withouti
 .significantly affecting that for MgADP above , indi-
cating that energization results in localized structural
changes in the environment of the P . For furtheri
understanding it seems imperative to obtain a high-
resolution structure of the high-affinity catalytic site
filled with MgATP. MgAMPPNP appears to be no
good substitute for this purpose, as the affinity of
catalytic site 1 for MgAMPPNP is about 3 orders of
 .magnitude lower than that for MgATP Table 2 .
4.5.3. Is there a catalytic base and if so is it residue
bE181?
From the position of residue b E181 in the cat-
 . w xalytic site Fig. 8 , Abrahams et al. 13 suggested
that it may function as a general base to activate the
neighboring bound water by abstracting a proton.
One lesson we can learn from the experiences with a
variety of other nucleoside triphosphate-hydrolyzing
proteins is that a general base residue is not neces-
sary. Perhaps the best-investigated example is p21ras.
Originally, it was proposed that residue Q61 is the
catalytic base in this protein, and that it was assisted
w xin this role by E63 258,259 . Later experimental
w xresults 260 as well as theoretical considerations
w x261 made this concept untenable. Instead, a mecha-
nism was suggested recently where the g-phosphate
w xof bound GTP itself is the catalytic base 262 , and
possible functions of Q61 include stabilizing the tran-
sition state by making hydrogen bonds to the nucle-
ophile OHy, andror to one of the phosphate oxygens
w x263 . A similar mechanism where, however, the
proton is not transferred directly to the g-phosphate
 .but via Q200 equivalent to Q61 in p21ras has been
w xsuggested for transducin a 206 .
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It has been argued that the absence of a general
base residue might be characteristic of hydrolytic
w xsites with a slow turnover rate 264 . However, in the
presence of GTPase activating proteins, the hydro-
lytic activity of p21ras reaches 20 sy1. In myosin,
the rate constant for the hydrolytic step is even higher
w x265 , yet the X-ray structure of Dictyostelium dis-
coideum myosin subfragment 1 complexed with
MgADPPBeF did not reveal any amino acid side-x
˚ chain within 5 A of the beryllium which is in the
.position of the g-phosphorus of ATP that could act
w xas catalytic base 205 . These authors suggested two
possible mechanisms for myosin ATPase, one with
direct proton transfer from the water molecule to the
 w x.g-phosphate analogous to Ref. 263 , and an alterna-
tive one where such a transfer occurs via a serine
 w x.analogous to Ref. 206 .
So far, the experimental evidence regarding the
function of residue b E181 in the catalytic site of F1
is consistent with a role of this residue as general
base, but in reality the same evidence supports any
model which attributes to b E181 an important func-
tion in the catalytic reaction step. It may be noted that
studies of the pH-dependence of unisite catalysis
showed that the MgATP hydrolysis and resynthesis
rates were unaffected over the pH range 5.5 to 9.5,
i.e., no functional side-chain with pK G5.5 wasa
evident. One possibility, which we favor, is that
b E181 serves to stereochemically align and to polar-
ize the water molecule for the nucleophilic attack, via
 .hydrogen bonding to the charged carboxyl, without
actual proton abstraction. Even if b E181 is acting as
general base, it should be noted that removal of the
carboxyl group in b E181Q mutant F reduced V1 max
for multisite hydrolysis by three to four orders of
w xmagnitude 169,208 . This means that the mutant
enzyme still accelerates ATP hydrolysis by a factor
of more than 106. Thus, the major part of the acceler-
ation of catalysis has to come from the binding
energy from multiple protein-to-nucleotide interac-
tions. One observation of note is that the carboxyl of
b E181 is differently-positioned in each of the three
catalytic sites in the X-ray structure. Only in one site
 .is it directly in-line with the presumed attacking
water and the g-phosphate. This, together with differ-
ent binding affinity of the three sites, could explain
why only one of the three catalytic sites would be
catalytically-competent at any given time. As noted
earlier, this point, although not experimentally proven,
is implied in all current models.
4.6. Summary
Specific placement of tryptophan residues into the
catalytic nucleotide binding sites as optical probes to
monitor occupancy of the sites has greatly improved
functional characterization. The pronounced binding
cooperativity between catalytic sites is Mg2q-depen-
dent, as is catalytic turnover. For MgATP hydrolysis
at V rates, all three catalytic sites have to be filled.max
Under these conditions, in average over all enzyme
molecules, one of the three catalytic sites is filled
with unhydrolyzed substrate MgATP, the other two
with product MgADP. A new model for MgATP
hydrolysis is presented, based on important features
of earlier models and encompassing the new mea-
surements.
A major recent development in the investigation of
the catalytic mechanism was the arrival of a struc-
tural model of F based on X-ray crystallography.1
The X-ray structure was able to explain and clarify
many earlier findings, and will undoubtedly inspire
the design of new experiments. As one result, and in
combination with the results of earlier mutational
analysis, the function of specific amino acid residues
in the catalytic binding domain is now emerging.
Binding energy from these residues is the major
driving force for catalysis; calculation of the binding
energy contributed by individual side-chains is now
feasible and ongoing.
 .Among the important questions: 1 What is the
molecular basis for the widely-differing affinities of
the three catalytic sites, which is manifested as bind-
 .ing cooperativity? 2 What is the molecular basis for
the binding affinity changes which occur during hy-
drolysis and which generate the phenomenon of posi-
 .tive catalytic cooperativity? 3 What is the molecular
basis for the affinity changes necessary to decrease
MgATP affinity and increase P affinity upon genera-i
tion of a proton gradient, and how is MgATP re-bind-
 .ing prevented? 4 Does a general catalytic base exist
and what, if any, is its quantitative contribution to
catalysis? Each question represents one facet of the
complex, delightfully intriguing, catalytic mechanism
of F .1
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5. The three noncatalytic nucleotide-binding sites
5.1. Structure and general properties
Isolated a subunit binds both ATP and ADP
wtightly with 1r1 stoichiometry 171,173,176,266,
x267 , thus it was no surprise that in the X-ray struc-
ture of F the three a subunits were seen to be each1
binding one molecule of nucleotide MgAMPPNP
w x13 . When nucleotide-free F is loaded with radioac-1
tive MgAMPPNP, initially all six nucleotide sites
bind the ligand, but after removal of medium
MgAMPPNP and further incubation with 1 mM
MgATP or 10 mM MgADP, three nucleotide sites
w xretain MgAMPPNP for hours 268 ; these three sites,
which are clearly quite nonexchangeable, were
w xdubbed ‘noncatalytic sites’ 269 . They correspond to
the sites which, in membrane F F preparations or1 0
purified F , are filled with endogenous ATP and ADP1
w x270 . Confirmation that these sites are truly not
catalytic came from the demonstration that bound
w 32 xg- P ATP remains unhydrolysed for long periods
w x  w x.271 see also Ref. 272 . The evidence that it is the
three a subunit nucleotide sites which correspond to
the noncatalytic sites as opposed to the three nu-
.cleotide sites on the b subunits comes from mutage-
nesis studies, in which mutations were introduced in
both a and b subunits at the highly-conserved P-loop
Lys residues and Homology B Asp residues. Whereas
these mutations drastically impaired catalytic activity
w xFig. 10. X-ray structure of the noncatalytic site. The structure is that determined for bovine heart mitochondrial F subunit a 13 ,1 DP
displayed using RasMol, with MgATP modelled as the bound nucleotide instead of MgAMPPNP actally present in the crystals. The Mg
atom is green. All the labelled residues in this figure are a subunit residues. a K175 and a T176 are the P-loop lysine and threonine,
respectively; a D261 is the Homology B aspartate; and a Q200 is equivalent to the proposed catalytic base residue b E181 of the catalytic
sites.
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when placed in the b subunits, the same mutations in
w xthe a subunits had small effects 168–170 . Further
w xevidence on this point is reviewed in Ref. 273 .
In general the catalytic and noncatalytic nucleotide
w xsites are similar in architecture 13 , consistent with
the fact that a and b subunits are homologous
throughout their sequences. Fig. 10 shows the struc-
ture of the noncatalytic site as derived by X-ray
crystallography. In this figure the nucleotide was
modelled as MgATP, although in the crystals
MgAMPPNP was the actual ligand. Around the nu-
cleotide we have highlighted several a subunit
residues of interest. a K175 is close to the g-phos-
phate, and previous mutagenesis work had shown that
nucleotide binding was an important role of this
w xresidue 168 . The oxygen of the a T176 hydroxyl
ligates to the Mg atom. a D261 appears to ligate
indirectly to the Mg atom through a water molecule,
and mutagenesis of this residue has confirmed its role
in conferring Mg-dependence of nucleotide-binding
 .see below . Residue a Q200 is in the position equiv-
alent to the putative catalytic residue b E181 of the
catalytic sites, discussed in Section 4. In two noncat-
alytic sites the side-chain of a Q200 points towards
the g-phosphate, in the third a , using the termi-TP
w x.nology of Ref. 13 the side-chain of a Q200 points
obliquely away from it.
The noncatalytic sites, although obtaining the ma-
jority of their nucleotide-protein interactions from a
subunit side-chains, also lie at arb interfaces. In
w xsubunit a 13 two residues from subunit b pro-E DP
 .trude into the nucleotide site b R358 and b Y354 ;
in subunit a only b Y354 interacts with nu-DP
cleotide; and in subunit a no residues from b areTP
part of the noncatalytic site. Residue b Y354 is the
residue labeled by the nucleotide analogs FSBA and
2-azido-ATP when bound in noncatalytic sites
w x226,227,274 , reflecting the selectivity of these
w xreagents for tyrosyl side-chains 273 . Inhibition of
w xATP hydrolysis by these labels 226,273,274 reflects
freezing of arb conformational interactions by
‘cross-linking’ across the arb interface, as was
w xpredicted 173 .
It is interesting to ask why these sites do not
w xhydrolyze MgATP. Abrahams et al. 13 suggest one
reason, namely that in a subunits, residue a Q200 is
equivalent to the putative ‘catalytic base’ residue
 .b E181 of the catalytic sites and lacks the essential
Fig. 11. Proximity of residue a R365 to the adenine ring of bound nucleotide in the noncatalytic site. Van der Waals radii are drawn
around the adenine ring of bound nucleotide and the side-chain of the wild-type residue a R365 in the noncatalytic site. As discussed in
the text, the substitution aW365 yields a direct fluorescence probe of nucleotide binding to noncatalytic sites.
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carboxyl. However, as we note above, the mutation
b E181Q decelerates ATP hydrolysis by about 1000-
fold, but does not abolish it. Matsui and colleagues
found that the mutation a Q200E allowed some hy-
drolysis of ‘tethered’ 2-azido-ATP, but there was no
w xsignificant hydrolysis of MgATP 272 . Therefore,
there must be additional reasons for the lack of
catalysis in noncatalytic sites.
5.2. Recent work on characterization and function of
noncatalytic sites
Older studies aimed at characterization of noncat-
alytic sites utilized mainly a technique consisting of
preincubation of the enzyme with radioactive nu-
cleotide, followed by ‘chase’ with a ligand designed
to displace nucleotide from catalytic but not from
noncatalytic sites, then passage through a centrifuge
column to separate bound from unbound radioactive
nucleotide. Remaining bound ligand was assumed to
reside in noncatalytic sites. The technique has the
limitations that it is not a true equilibrium binding
 .method, and is subject to artifacts, namely 1 the
ligands GTP and PPi, previously used to displace
catalytic site bound-nucleotide, turn out to lack speci-
 .ficity for binding to the catalytic sites, and 2 with
MF and CF , MgADP bound to catalytic sites may1 1
be mistaken for noncatalytic site-bound ligand, par-
ticularly where short ‘chase’ times are used to dis-
place catalytic site nucleotide.
A recently introduced technique utilizes the fluo-
rescence of an inserted tryptophan residue, aW365,
w xto monitor occupancy of noncatalytic sites 34 . This
is a true equilibrium method and measures noncat-
alytic site nucleotide-binding specifically. The
a R365W mutant enzyme shows normal catalytic
properties. In the X-ray structure of the noncatalytic
sites the aliphatic side-chain of wild-type residue
a R365 approaches the adenine ring of bound nu-
cleotide, with the guanidinium group pointing away
from the adenine. As Fig. 11 shows, the Van der
Waals radius of the adenine ring of bound nucleotide
overlaps with that of the side-chain of residue a R365,
explaining why the fluorescence of the introduced
aW365 provides a sensitive and unambiguous probe.
The three noncatalytic sites are of essentially equal
affinity for MgATP, MgADP and MgAMPPNP, and
 .there is no cooperativity of binding Table 3
Table 3
Nucleotide binding affinity at the noncatalytic sites in E. coli F1
Nucleotide Binding affinity
 .  .K mMd
MgATP 25
MgADP 24
MgAMPPNP 16
MgAMP )2 000
free ATP 3 500
free ADP 1 300
 .PPi qMg 20
 .Pi qMg )10 000
MgGTP,MgITP f1 000
MgGDP,MgIDP )5 000
The binding affinity was the same at all three noncatalytic sites.
 .For MgATP the association constant k was measured and wason
270 My1 sy1 at all three sites.
w x34,162,170 . The association rate constants of these
nucleotides are quite slow, for example, 270 My1
sy1 for MgATP, which is G3 orders of magnitude
slower than binding to the catalytic sites. Binding of
all three nucleotides was Mg-dependent, the K ford
w x 2qfree ATP was )1 mM 34,162 . Mg confers
greatly increased binding affinity on ATP and ADP
primarily due to interaction with residue a D261 of
the Homology B sequence, which contributes ;3
w xkcalrmol of binding energy 170 . Fig. 10 shows the
close proximity of the Mg atom to the residue a D261
carboxyl group. AMP, GDP and IDP do not bind to
noncatalytic sites, but contrary to what was con-
w x.cluded from previous work 275 GTP and ITP are
w xbound to some extent 34 . PP is remarkable in that iti
 .binds relatively tightly K s20 mM to noncatalyticd
wsites, but not significantly to catalytic sites 162,276–
x w x279 . P does not bind to noncatalytic sites 162 .i
Using PP as a ‘trap’ to prevent nucleotide fromi
re-binding, it was possible to study the rate of disso-
w xciation of nucleotide from noncatalytic sites 162 .
Mutant F containing residue aW365 was first ren-1
dered nucleotide-free, then incubated with MgATP.
The tryptophan fluorescence signal recorded the ini-
tial binding of nucleotide, which yields State I of Fig.
12, in which nucleotide is bound with the same
affinity as PP , indicating it is the ‘pyrophosphate’i
end of the nucleotide that is first recognized. Then
the enzyme was diluted into PP -containing buffer.i
Since PP binds to noncatalytic sites but does noti
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Fig. 12. Scheme for sequestration of adenine nucleotide in the
noncatalytic sites. Initial binding of nucleotide in the noncatalytic
sites appears to involve the ‘pyrophosphate’ end of the molecule,
and leads to State I, which has relatively fast k . If theoff
nucleotide is MgATP, there is then a slow conformation change
to State II. In State II adenine nucleotide is sequestered, k isoff
very slow. This is the physiological state of the enzyme, hence
the tenacious binding of the endogenous adenine nucleotide in
the native enzyme. Sequestration does not occur with GTP or
.ITP , explaining the apparent preference of the sites for adenine
nucleotide.
quench the fluorescence of residue aW365, an in-
crease in fluorescence monitors dissociation of nu-
 .cleotide. The apparent dissociation rate constant koff
for MgATP measured immediately after dilution was
)10y3 sy1. Over a period of hours the apparent
MgATP dissociation rate constant decreased signifi-
cantly, indicating that a slow conformational change
occurred which led to State II of Fig. 12, in which
MgATP is sequestered and rendered non-exchangea-
ble. Indeed, with ‘native’ enzyme i.e., enzyme never
.subjected to the nucleotide-depletion procedure the
release rate of endogenous adenine nucleotide from
the noncatalytic sites was -10y5 sy1.
In contrast, on addition of MgGTP, initially occu-
pancy of noncatalytic sites was seen, but the dissocia-
 y1.tion rate was fast )0.1 s , and it did not change
with time. Hence, there was no sequestration of
 .MgGTP Fig. 12 . Therefore there is an apparent
preference of the noncatalytic sites for adenine vs.
 .guanine and inosine nucleotide, as was seen in
w xearlier work 275 , which is reflected in the different
w xdissociation rates. Abrahams et al. 13 concluded
from the X-ray structure that sequestration of adenine
nucleotide in noncatalytic sites results from formation
of several H-bonds between a subunit side-chains
and the adenine ring.
What is the function of the noncatalytic sites? Is
there indeed any function? None has yet been demon-
strated. In regard to the ATP synthesis reaction,
w xearlier work 280 using E. coli F F in membranes1 0
showed that GTP synthesis from GDP by oxidative
phosphorylation occurred at similar rates whether the
noncatalytic sites were empty, or filled with ATP,
ADP or AMPPNP. These conclusions remain valid.
w xMore recently 281 , it was shown that ATP synthesis
by TF F reconstituted in proteoliposomes occurred1 0
at a significant rate when the noncatalytic sites were
empty, but that the rate increased by 2–3-fold when
the sites were occupied by adenine nucleotide. Thus,
occupancy of the sites improved enzyme efficacy in
the in vitro system. The effect was maximal at 10
mM added ATP, however, which is far below cellular
ATP concentration. In a D261N mutant E. coli en-
zyme, MgATP and MgADP binding to noncatalytic
sites was drastically weakened, such that purified F1
w xcontains empty noncatalytic sites 170 . Nevertheless,
oxidative phosphorylation was normal in this mutant
in vivo.
Similar considerations apply to the ATP hydrolysis
reaction. Occupancy of the noncatalytic sites had no
w xeffect on unisite catalysis 196 . E. coli F containing1
MgATP, MgADP, MgAMPPNP or PP bound ati
noncatalytic sites showed similar multisite V activ-max
w xity 162,280 . Experiments which exploited the fast
rate of MgATP binding to catalytic sites as opposed
to the slow rate of binding to noncatalytic sites,
showed that the enzyme hydrolyzed MgATP at simi-
lar rates whether the noncatalytic sites were occupied
w xor not 34 . Furthermore, a D261N mutant enzyme
showed no diminution of ATPase activity at nu-
cleotide concentrations insufficient to give significant
w xoccupation of noncatalytic sites 170 .
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5.3. Summary
The technique of specific insertion of tryptophan
to provide a direct fluorescence probe has allowed
extensive characterization of the noncatalytic sites.
However, no essential functional role for the noncat-
alytic sites is evident, and a physiologically-relevant
regulatory role appears unlikely, given ambient cell
nucleotide concentrations. It is of interest to note that
in V-type ATPases, nucleotide sites are present on
w xthe three B subunits 282–284 . B subunits of V-
ATPases are thought to be analogous to a subunits
of F F , thus these sites may correspond to the1 0
noncatalytic sites of F . The conservation of these1
sites in analogous enzymes may be indicative of the
fact that a role does exist for noncatalytic sites;
perhaps studies of V-ATPases will uncover it.
6. Conclusion
This review has dealt with one of the fundamental
processes of biology, the mechanism by which the
enzyme F F -ATP synthase carries out ATP synthe-1 0
sis. Numerous researchers have contributed to ad-
vance the knowledge of F F -ATP synthase to its1 0
present-day level. In computer databases more than
1000 entries on this topic can be found for the last
four years alone. We apologize to everyone whose
work we could not, or not adequately, discuss; we did
intentionally restrict our focus to the catalytic mecha-
nism, with emphasis on new developments, and we
hope to have demonstrated that progress has been
 .remarkable. Four advances stand out, namely: 1
knowledge of the structure of the membrane subunit
c and the mechanism of transmembrane proton trans-
 .port; 2 structurerfunction resolution of the stalk
 .subunits involved in coupling, notably g and e ; 3
definition of the structure of F by X-ray crystallogra-1
 .phy; and 4 development of direct optical probes of
nucleotide binding and hydrolysis in catalytic sites.
What are important future directions? Of course
everyone has their own thoughts. Here are ours. First,
it seems that one can never know enough about
structure, and, perversely, the more complex an en-
zyme is, the more one needs to know about structure
to understand mechanism. Thus, a high resolution
structure of F and the stalk is required. Second, there0
is increasing evidence concerning – and correspond-
ing interest in – the idea that substantial subunit
movements occur in the course of the catalytic cycle.
Speculations about subunit rotation have been around
for some time. There is a clear need for development
of direct techniques to measure subunit movement on
real time scale. Third, mechanistic studies in the past
have usually employed the hydrolysis reaction; in the
future, emphasis should be directed to analysing the
properties and behavior of the three catalytic sites
during steady-state ATP synthesis in the presence of
a proton gradient. Fourth, at the molecular level, we
can just now begin to discern how the affinity for
ATP is determined by specific catalytic site ligands,
and to hypothesize how changes in affinity, leading
to energized release of ATP from the catalytic sites
during oxidative phosphorylation, could be brought
about. These ideas need to be tested and refined.
The field is as vigorous as ever. The F X-ray1
structure has generated enhanced interest and excite-
ment, attracting attention to F F from researchers in1 0
many fields. For more senior investigators it has
brought deep satisfaction, confirming older work, yet
revealing the enzyme with clarity and sharpness hith-
erto unattainable. For younger investigators it surely
presents opportunities to accomplish important re-
search. With several other experimental approaches
flourishing concomitantly, the future looks most
promising.
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